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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to describe the work of
first-Ìine nursing managers in one Iarge teaching hospital.
This descr iption provides insights into the nature of
first-line nursing managers' work activities, the behaviors

underlying those activities and how this compares to the

work of other types of managers.

The conceptual framework used in this study vJas

based on l,lintzberg's theory of the nature of managerial

work. Mintzberg's theory postulates that the work of alI
managers is characteristically similar and is composed of
ten work roles.

The research design was that of a structured
observational field study. Four first-rine nursing managers

were observed for a total of twerve days. The observations

r^¡ere categorized according to types of activities, activity
participants and purposes or behaviors underlying each

activity. A composite description of the work of first-line
nursing managers was developed and compared to the descrip-
tions of other types of managers.

The smal-L sample size and quatitative nature of
the data rimit the generalizability of the study. However,

the in-depth nature of the data and the use of composite

descriptions provide some insight into the work of first-
line nursing managers at Iarge.
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This study concluded that the nature of first-tine

nursing managers' work includes: activities of short dura-

tion; a chain of interruptions; joint activities, primarily
with staff nurses and doctors in the context of brief
unscheduled meetings; verbal communications; activities
oriented toward informational and coordinating behaviors; a

focus on day to day functioning rather than future plann-

ing; functions as an intermediary between the nursing unit
and the organization; a preference to the more routine

aspects of their work; and an application of clinical
knowJ-edge and skills.

The study identified both similarities and

differences between the work of first-line nursing, chief
executives in large companies, managers of smatl companies

and community health nursing managers. Four ne\¡J behavioral

categories emerged that were unique to clinical component

of first-l-ine nursing managers' work.
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CHÄPTER I
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Background to the Problem

The first-line nursing manager is crucial to all
aspects of patient care (Beamano lg86; Taylor & Krams¡o

1985). This revel of nursing management has both a positive
and negative impact on nursing practice and may be inftuen-
tiar in determining whether a hospitails objectives become

a reaì-ity (Rotkovitcho I9B3; Stevens, l97S). fn a joint
position statement on nursing administration, five naLional
health related associations acknowledge the role of the

nurse manager in administering one of the rargest groups of
hearth care personneÌ (canadian Association of university
schools of Nursing et al" 1986¡ p. t) " The first-rine
nursing manager provides overarr continuity in tinking
patients, staff nurses" physicians, hospital adminisLrat-
ors' with each other, the institution and the community

(Bergma¡o stockreru shavito sharon" Feinberg" and Danon

1981, p" I33)"

with the advent of increasingry comprex hearth care

and the trend toward decentralizationu the role of the
first-rine nursing manager is undergoing constant change

(Powers, 1984; Bergman et. âI.o tgBI; Taylor & Kramer,

1985) " rn order to understand these changes new information
is required upon which to ground educationar preparation"
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as sre}l as to select and evaluate f i rst-l-ine nursing

managers. A,dditionally¡ ân understanding of the work of
firsL-Iine nursing managers is necessary in realizing their
contributions to pat.ient care.

To date, the role preparation for first-line nursing

managers, in terms of education, has been described as both

inconsistent and inadequate (Leatt, t9B1; Bergman et. aI."
f98I). Prior to Lhe development of educational progrâms

aimed at preparing potential and new first-Iine nursing

managerso the specific nature of what they do must be

understood as a basis for curriculum content (Leatt, l-9BI).

WhiIe numerous studies have ex¡mined the rol_es and

responsibitities of first-rine nursing nanagers" there has

been linited research into the specific nature of their
work in terms of observabÌe behaviors (Jones & Jones,

I9l9) " The research which does explore work behaviors has

rapidly become outdated as the nature of first-l-ine
managerial work evolves" Additionarlyo these studies are

lirnited in their generalizabirityo due to the diversity of
first-line nursing managers' roles and responsibilities
found in various institutions" The rol-es and behaviors of
nursing managers are influenced by each hospital,s unique

philosophy and structure (Rotkovitch, I9B3) " Therefore"

each nursing organization must analyze its own situation in
order to provide the best leadership for that institution
(Gotightly, 1983; Lees, 1980)"
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Purpose of the Studv

The purpose of this study kras to describe the work

behaviors of first-line nursing managers in a large
teaching hospital-" The description is aimed at providing a

profile of what first-tine nursing nanagers actualÌy do in
carrying out their work responsibirities and the reasons

for their activities, in the context of one rarge teaching
hospi tal .

Significance of the Study

The centrar question raised in this study, that of
first-l-ine nursing managers' work behaviors within the
conceptual framework of Mintzberg,s theory of the nature of
managerial work, has been addressed in different nursing
contexts by Jones and Jones (Ig7g) , and Ì,torrison ( 1983 ) .

Thereforeo part of the theoreticat contribution of this
study includes consideration of the simirarities and

differences in the work activities and behaviors of
first-rine nursing managers in three different hearth care
settings: J-) a large teaching hospital (this study); 2) a

small- speciarized hospital (Jones and Jones , 1979); and a
community health department in Alberta (Morrison, I9g3).

The potentiar practice significance for this studyos
findings are threefol_d:

1) improved information on which to base curricu-
lum content, educational programs and inservice training for first-Iine nursing
managers;
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2) enhancement of pre-emplolment selectionprocess through providing a clearer understanding of the first-liñe nursing managers
work to both employers and potential '
candidates; and

3) increased understanding by hospitar staff ofhow first-line nursing-managerã spend theirtime, Bây resur-t in an inpro-ved or-ganizationar.
climate 

"

Statement of the probtem

The probren addressed in this study was to describeo
within the framework of Mintzberg,s theory of the nature of
managerial- work " the work activities antr behaviors of a

sel-ected sample of first-rine nursing nanagers working in
one large teaching hospital.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual- framework for this study was based on

trtintzberg's ( 1973 ) theory of the nature of manageriar_ work.
Ittintzberg's theory stems f rom his study of f ive senior
l-ever executives, as wetl as the research of others in the
area of middfe and first-rine managers. centrar to Mintz-
berg's theory are his ten conclusions about managerial_ work
as f oll-ows:

1) all- l-evel-s of .man_ag-ers' jobs are remarkabry a r-ikeand can be described in terns of six sets of workcharacteristics and ten basic roles;
2) the differences that do exist are due to muted orhighlighted aspects of the work characteristics orspecial attention on certain roles;
3) while much of manageriat work is challengingand non-program¡ned, al-l managers have some 

-regurar
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ordinary duties to performo and t.hough some activi_ties appear removed they armost ar-r iel-ate back tothe rol-es of the manager;

4) the manager is both a generalist and aspecialist;
5) much of the manager,s pov¿er stems from hisinform¡tion base;

6) due to the heavy work load and open_endednature of the work the manager does much of his worksuperficially;
7) there is no science of managerial work;

8 ) the manager r¡orks in a roop in which the workpressures read hin to deverop work character-istics that make it difficurt to get help from
management scientists to assist in reducing thesuperficiality in his work;

9) the management scientist and the speciarist can beof use in breaking the manager's work cycle; .rrã-
l0) managerial work is extremely complex.

(r980" pp" 4_5)

lrtintzberg stresses the commonalities of managerial
work at aLl_ level-s which are characterized by:

1) a heavy workload at an unrel_enting pace;

2) v¡ork activities that are characterized by

brevityn variety" and fragmentation;

3) a preference for the active (i.e.o currentu
well defined, non-routine" and specific) erements

of work;

4 ) an attraction to verbal median with the
greatest portion of the manager's time being
spent on the tel-ephone and in meetings;
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5) a variety of contacts (subordinates, out_
siders and superiors) spending the najority
of their time with subordinates and outsiders;
and

6) an interplay between the responsibility for
an area with other organizational duties.

(Ì'lintzberg I9B0u pp 29-53).

Hintzberg (1980, pp" 54-99) theorizes that manageriat
work consists of ten identifiable roles which are categor-
ized into three cl-usters of rores. These rores have been
interpreted and ir-r-ustrated by the researcher in Figure r,
and are as fol-lows:

l) rnterpersonar roles focus on rerationships in the
context of positional authority, and incl_ude:

a) Figurehead roles refer to those behaviors, of
a social or lega1 nature, which the manager is
obriged to perform. Examples of this incr-udes

attending ceremonieso and the submission of
authorization forms

b) Leader roles incr-ude any activity çvhich is
geared toward the motivation and acLivation of
subordinates. This incLudes virtually atl_
interactions with subordinates¡ such âs¡ role
nodeJ-ingr performance evaluations, staffing and

recrui ting 
"



I nterpersonal

1 . Figurehead

2. Liaison

3. Leader

THE MANAGER'S ROLES

Decision-maklng

7. lnnovator

B. Disturbance handler

9. Resource allocator
10. Negotiator

lnf ormatlonal

Monitor

Spokesperson

Disseminator

Figure 1. The Manager's Roles
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c) Liaison ror-es pertains to those behaviors
v¡hich act to maintain a serf-developed network
of contacts and information sources outside of
the manager's unito both within the organization
as wer-l as persons outside the organization. This
incrudes such activities as acknowredgements of
naiLo and conrnittee work.

2) rnformational- roles pertain to activities which deal
with information processing, and is subdivided into:

a) &ronitor roles refer to the activities in which
the manager develops an understanding of the
environment, both internal_ and external" through
the seeking and receipt of current information.
The information and understanding obtained in
this role provides the basis for the manager to
emerge as the organizational_,,nerve centre,, for
her/his unit"
b) Disseminator ror-es incrudes those activities
involving the informational flow from outsiders
or subordinates to other nembers of the organiza-
tion" This role may involve interpretation and

screening of information prior to dissemination.
c) spokesman roles are those behaviors ¡shich
involve the externar- Lransmission of information
pertaining to the organizational unit.

3) Decisionar- ror-es involves the process of making and



interrelating
deci si on-mak ing

obtained in the

category are:

9

organizational decisions" This
process is based on the understanding
informational roles" The roles in this

a) Entrepreneur rores refer to those behaviors which
are concerned with organizational innovation to bring
about improvements. Examples of this rore include
involvenent in ,'improvement projects',u policy initia_
tion or strategy sessions.

b) Disturbance handler roles involve correcLive
action of unexpected disturbances or crises
within the organizational unit.
c) include any decisions or
actions associated with the manager,s responsibirities
for alrocation of organizationar resources of atr_

kinds 
"

d) Negotiator rores pertain to manageriar representa
tion of the manager's unit at major neEotiations.

Mintzberg briefJ-y describes two additionar rores that
are couunonÌy found in the work of managers. These
rores incl-ude: the substitute operator rore, whereby
the manager in smar-rer organizations carries out staff
functions due to the l_ack of resources (i.e." when

there is no one else to delegate the task to); and the
specialist role, in which the manager undertakes a vital
organizational task, ç¡hich by the nature of this expertise
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cannot be delegated"

F{hile individuar managers vary in their proportion of
tine spent in each rore, all manageriar work requires that
these roles be preformed. rndividuar_ variations in the
characteristics and content of manager,s work are exprained
by the following four sets of contingency variabres:

1) environmentar variabtes, incruding character-istics of the milieu, the industry, and theorganization;
2l job variabres, including rever- in the organizationand the function supervised;
3) person variabres, incr-uding the personarityand the style of the incumbent; and4) situationar variabres, inctuding a host oftime related factors.

(Mintzberg I9B0n pp" 129-130)

rn sum' Mintzberg's theory is a description of the
work characteristics and rores found in al_t managerial
work, as wel-l- as contingencies for individual variations in
managers" underrying Þtintzberg,s theory is the view thatu
arthough complex, manageriar work can and should be
investigated in order to provide management theorists with
the necessary theoreticar base for improving managers' work
practices 

"

The Research euestions

The intent of this study was to describe the work
behaviors of selected first-line nursing managers within
the setting of a rarge teaching hospitar. The folrowing
questions provided a guide for the research process:
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l-" Are there any discernable patterns of behavíor/act-
ivities that are specific to the first-rine nursing
managers in this study?

2" How can the observed behaviors/acLivities of
first-Iine nursing managers be described?

3- How are the work characteristics of first-Iine
nursing managers simirar or different than the character-
istics of managerial- work as described by F{intzberg?

4 " To what extent do Mintzberg's working rores appry
to the work of first-l_ine nursing managers?

5 - Does the work of first-rine nursing managers
require that greater attention be given to certain sets of
roles?

6 " g{hat proportion of the working day do f irst-l_ine
nursing managers spend in different activities and rores?

Àssumption" The major ¿ssrrmption underJ_ying this study
is that the best source of data to describe work behaviors
of first-line nursing managers is obtained through observa-
tions of the first-line nursing manager.

Derinitations. The study is delinited to furr-time
first-rine nursing managers who have been employed in one

large teaching hospital in a variety of speciarty areas,
on an uninterrupted basis for at reast 2a months. rn

tions, Del-imitations and Linitations
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addition" the study is del-imited to a description of work
behaviors and purposes and wirr not reflect detairs regard-
ing work content, manageriaÌ style, or an evaruation of the
first-Iine nursing managers, abil_ities.

Limitations " The fo]lowing represents the ma jor
limitations to this study.

The setting specific nature of first-rine nursing
managers' responsibilities rimits the generarizabilty of
the findings from this study to the total population of
first-l-ine nursing managers in the hospitat studied.

The sample size, ç¡hich witl be restricted to four
first-tine nursing managers, arso rinits the generaliz-
abitity of the study findings. stratified random seLection
and the acquisition of in-depth, comprehensive information
pertaining to work behaviors wilr herp to offset this
Iinitation.

There are rimitations inherent in a non-participant
structured observationar fierd study of this type. personal
interpretations of observations inftuence data analysiso
and make the potentiar for study reprications inpossibre
(Guba & Lincol-n I9B3o pp. 193 e 209).

The presence of the observer nay potentialry effect
the "natural,,situationr causing the subjects to alter
their usual- behavior. Guba and Lincorn suggest that sociar_
settings have a tendency to be stabre over time and
therefore observer presence is r-ess of a threat to data
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validity then general-ly recognized (I981, p. 20g)
Definitions of Terms

r) First-rine nursing manaqer: the nurse responsible
for the overall- functioningo staff management, and patient
care for any given nursing unit. sometimes referred too in
the riteratureo as either the head nurseo nursing coordina-
tor" ward sister" or nursing unit manager.

2) tdursing unit: the organizationar patient care area,
within a hospitar environmento for which a first-line
nursing manager is responsibJ-e (charns & schaefer rg83, p.
lrr) 

"

3) Responsibilities: the specific actionso tasks" and
behaviors for which a job incrmbent is answerabre.

4) Rol-es: the underrying functionar purpose(s) of work
activities " Used synonomously, in this study" with
behaviors 

"

5) Activity: ',. . "a single
its onn. It had an observable

time continuum. u' (Duignan Ig7g,

event with an identity
beginning and ending in
p" 64)

of

a

Research Hethodologl¡

This expÌoratory descriptive study was designed using
the fierd study approach. rn order to obtain an understand-
ing of the ¡¿ork of first-line nursing managerso detailed
and comprehensive information was reguired. The research
pran was to carry out structured observations of the work
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behaviors of a smar-I sample of first-line nursing managers
q¡ithin one large teaching hospital in combination with the
use of a concluding interview. The purpose of the conclud-
ing interview Þras to determine the representiveness and

observer interference u if ânyo over the observationar
period.

The researchers obse rvat ions [de re recorded and

the work of
well- as an

analyzed to provide both a description of
individual first-l-ine nursing managers as

aggregate description of alt the subjects.

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters. The

introductiono a literature review and a description of the
research methodology are discussed in the first three
chapters- The study findings are reported, discussed and
gsmpared to other studies in the literature in chapter rv.
concrusions and recommendations from the study are present-
ed in the last chapter.
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CHÀPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A revier^, of selected riterature was undertaken to
provide a foundation for the present study. Three areas of
the riterature \,rere reviewed: the literature concerning the
work of first-line nursing managers; business management
l-iterature related to manageriar work content; and method-
ologicaJ_J_y similar studies in nursing.

1.

Literature related to the work of first-rine nursing
managers is discussed from two perspectives: the roles and
responsibilities of first-line nursing managers; and the
actual- work content of first-rine nursing managers.

i ) Roles and Res nsibilities of Fi rst-Line Nursi
Manage r s

The terms "rol-e,'and',responsibiJ_ity" have been used
interchangeably without cr.ear definition throughout much of
the nursing management r-iterature. Thus, for the purpose of
this discussion "roJ-e", as defined in chapter I, refers to
the global underJ-ying functional purpose(s) of work
activities whereas, "responsibirity" refers to the specific
actions, tasks, and behaviors for which a job incumbent is
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answerable. with this definitional- understanding descrip-
tions of nursing managerial roles incrude generar behaviors

such as "provides l-eadership", "coordinates activities" o

and "provides overal-l direction". More specific in nature,
nursing managerial responsibirities may include exampres

such as, "annually evaluates staff performance", "schedules
staff hours of work in accordance with contracLual- agree-

ments", and "imprements remedial- measures to assure quarity
cargtt.

a) Roles

usually the rol-e of the first-line nursing manager is
described in the literature as a combination of nursing and

management functions ( Anderson , ]-964; Leatt, l981 ) . In
these descriptions the nursing component has included
cl-inica] expertise in the assessment, pranning, impJ.ementa-

tion and evaLuation of patient care (courtade, l-97B;

stevens, l9B3). while the common functions of the manage-

ment rol-e have included: organízing, supervising, planning,
staffing, facilitating, J_eading, directing, coordinating,
controlling, and evaluating (Bray, l98l_; Gilbertson, l-97':-;

Powers, l-9B4¡ Rotkovitch, 1983; Stevens, Ig74; Tay]or e

Kramer, I985 ) .

As the scope of the first-line nursing managers' job

evolves these traditionar role descripLors, nursing and

management, provide a limited view of first-rine nursing

managers' work. rn recognizing this limitation the joint
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conmittee of the Alberta Hospitals Association (AHA) and

Arberta Association of Registered Nurses (AARN) have

provided an expanded perspective of the role of the

first-rine nursing manager in a report on Roles, responsib-
irities ç educational preparation of first-fine managers

(1982). This perspective included educational-, research and

professional components in addition to the more traditional
functions of nursing ( clinicar ) and management
(administrative).

The expansion of the first-line nursing manager's

rol-es has received increasing attention from researchers

and managers both nationarly and internationally. Research-

ers have begun to examine how first-l-ine nursing managers

are utilized. rn an rsraeli study, Bergman et ar. ( r9B1 )

exprored perceptions of the rel-ative proportions of time
that head nurses should ideal]-y spend in each of four roLe

components (clinicalr rrlânagerial , human resourcesr êDd

education). As wel-1, the study examined perceptions of what

should idealry be the focus of head nurses, responsibility
( the patient, team, agency, community or profession) .

rnterviels with 279 staff nurses, senior management and

national level decision makers provided the data on percep-

tions of the ideal head nurse rore. The resul_ts indicated
that al-most half of the respondents perceived the manager-

iar component as most important to the head nurses, role
and that the focus of responsibility (referred to in the
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study as activity) shourd be on the team first, followed by

the agency and then the patient"

while this study indicates general agreement as to the

ideal head nurse rol-esr no attempt is made to compare this
ideal with rearity or perceptions of reality in terms of
the actual work of head nurses. The study proposes a moder

for the work of head nurses' based soleJ-y on perceptions
not on the reality of the work that head nurses actualry
do.

using a simirar focus on rofe perceptions, Kennedy

(1984) investigated military head nurses' and physicians'
perceptions of head nurses' rol-es, and head nurses'
perceptions of role ambiguity and conflict. To exp]_ore the
first questionr eu€stionnaires based on Mintzberg's ten

managerial rol-es, derived from Jones and Jones (r97g), eiere

distributed to head nurses and physicians. The results
indicated that there were no significant differences in
head nurses' and physicians' perceptions of the time head

nurses spend in each of the ten rol-es when anatyzed
individually. However when the roLes were grouped into the
three clustered rol-e categories (i.e., interpersonal,
decisional, and informational ) there !ùere differences in
the perception of time spent in each of these rarger
caLegories " specif icaì.J-y, the head nurses perceived that
they spent the greatest portion of time in decisional-

rol-es, f orlowed by inf ormational rol-es and interpersonal-
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roles. conversely, the physicians perceived t.hat the head

nurses spent the greatest portion of time in interpersonal
rores, followed by decisional- and informationar roles.
Kennedy's study attempted to understand the work of head

nurses through comparing varying perceptions of the actuar

work of head nurses. However, the study reveared ambiguity

of perceptions according to different categories and

occupational- groups.

In the same study, Kennedy (I984) studied the head

nurses' perceptions of rol-es and role conflict or ambiguity

using a Likert type scal-e that was distributed to the same

head nurse group. The resul-ts reveafed that as a group, the

head nurses experienced no significant role ambiguity or

conflict . when analyzed by areas of nursing practice,
however, differences in perceptions of role conflict were

found between the medicar, surgical, cfinical and maternal--

/chíld head nurses. significant differences were al-so found

in the perceptions of time spent in various rores among the

head nurses in the var ious clinicar speciar-ties. This

portion of Kennedy's study highlights differences in
perceived work rofes among the different specialty areas,

and stimul-ates questions rerated to differences in the

actual- work of head nurses in the various clinical_ areas.

specifically, does the work of first-line nursing managers

vary between the different specialty areas?

Similarly, Byers and Klink ( t97B ) studied rofe
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conflict at rhe swedish Hospital and Medical center in
seattle, washington" The rol-e of head nurses underwent

change as head nurses took on new responsibirities for
human resources, op€rational details, budgetary contror,
staffing and scheduling of meetings. [.1ith these new

responsibirities the head nurses experienced confrict
between what Byers and Klink refer to as the manageriar and

union aspects of their rore. while Byers and Klink irlus-
trate the interconnectedness of work responsibilities and

rol-e perceptions their study fails to provide insight into
the specific changes in work content that accompanied the

changes in work responsibilities and roles.

b) Responsibilities

Responsibilities of first-rine nursing managers are

represented in the literature at two 1evels: general

discussions and specific detailed descriptions of indivi-
duar responsibilities. on the general revel, first-l_ine
nursing rnanagers are described as having responsibility for
the direction of staff in providing quarity nursing care to
a specified group of patients, 24 hours a day, seven days a

week (ANA, L97B¡ Rotkovitch l9B3)" More specific respons-

ibirity descriptions are primarily found in job descrip-
tions of first-line nursing managers or may be found in the
context of either continuing education programs. Exampres

of specific responsibilities incrude: budget monitoring,



and ernpl_oyee counsel_ing

Bowen, I9B4¡ Skawinska,

rn addition to continuing education programs and job
descriptions the responsibilities of first-line nursing
managers have also been examined in terms of supervisory
expectations. Rotkovitch states that directors of nursing
expect head nurses to:

I) assure patients an acceptable Level- of nursingcare; - :

2) use the human and other resources at his orher disposal in an efficiena 
""d effectiveway;

3 ) interpre_t the phi losophies of nursing and ofthe hospital to pátients, nu.=es, ånO others;4) maintain compliance with rrÃïiår rules andregulations; and5) maintain an environment conducive to espirtde corps among a members 
"f 

-l;; hospitalstaff.
(r983, p. 27)

whire Rotkovitch discusses supervisory expecLations of
head nurses, she fairs to address the means by which these
expectat ions are met or, in fact, whether head nurses
actually fulfiII these expectations.

Powers ( 1gB4 ) took a cr-oser examination of supervi-
sors' expectations of head nurses' responsibilities. she
postulated that with increasing budgetary restraints and
the trend toward decentralization, hospital administrators
expect head nurses to fulJ-y function as managers. This
incl-udes attending meetings, long and short term planning,

scheduJ_ing staf f ,
(HinkIe & HinkIe,

Ls75) 
"

2I

staff evaluations

1977; Keller &
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budget ing, hi r i ng staf f and maintaining flexible work

hours " similar to Rotkovitch ( l9B3 ) , powers explores
supervisory expectations in isoration from the reality of
head nurse performance or expectation fulfillment.

fn a discussion aimed at increasing charge nurses'

awareness of potential ritigation issues, Hinkre and Hinkle
(r977 ) described the responsibilities of charge nurses in
terms of priorities. while Hinkle and Hinkre do not clearJ-y

define the term "charge nurse", they infer that this
position entails overall responsibility for a nursing unit.
specificalJ-y, the charge nurse is deemed responsibre for :

1) patient care ¡ 2) hospital protection; and 3) staff
interactions. The authors suggest that the primary work

activities which are carried out in order Lo accomplish the

above include patient rounds, documentation and the
motivation of staff. rn their description of charge nurse

priorities Hinkre and Hinkle present a simpJ-istic picture
of charge nurses responsibilities through the limited
perspective of potentiar litigation issues. rn short, the

three areas of work activity discussed by Hinkle and Hinkle
account for a smarÌ proportion of the vast number and

complex nature of work activities as described in the
l-i terature related to the work and responsibirities of
first-line nursing managers.

ïn sum, the rol_es and responsibilities of first-l_ine
nursing managers have been investigated from a variety of
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perspectives. The focus of many of the investigations is,
however , on determining definitions, expectations and

perceptions of fírst-l-ine nursing managers' roles and

responsibilities. The l-ack of clarity in definitions and

expectations, coupled with the evolutionary nature of
nursing management, seems to have led to inconsistent
expectations. As first-line nursing managers are faced with
conflicting or ambiguous roles and responsibilities the

question continues to remain, what is the actual work

content of first-line nursing managers?

ii ) The Actual Work of the First-Line Nursing l,tanager

Several studies have attempted to understand the

actual- work of first-line nursing managers. Beaman (I986)

surveyed di rectors of nursing in var ious acute care

hospital-s in order to generate a list of head nurses' work

tasks. The resuÌting list, whil_e referred to by Beaman as

work activities, contains, in actuatity, a Listing of work

responsibilities such as "make reconmendations regarding

the budget to nursing administration',. The underlying
assumption in the Beaman study rdas that the rol-e expecta-

tions of directors of nursing coincide with work behaviors

of the head nu rses. v'lithout the necessary research to
verify this assumption, the study may merely be misteading.

Following a similar assumption, Stahl-, euerin, Rudy,

and Crawford (1983) enlisted the opinions of I50 head
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nurses and 75 supervisors as to which items on a checktist
they felt represented the work of head nurses. stahl et a1.
postuJ-ated that the r6 items which $¡ere consistentty
identified represented the work activities of head nurses.
Exampres of these items include 24-hour responsibility for
the unit and the management of conflict. As in Beaman's

study, the result is a rist of work responsibirities rather
than the work activities or behaviors that the investi-
gators originalj.y set out to study.

Anderson's (r964) goal was to determine the relation-
ship between head nurse Ìeadership behavior and activity
preferences. Questionnaires were distributed to head nurses
to determine their activity preferences. simirarÌy,
questionnaires on leadership behavior were distributed to
staff nurses. The findings indicated that head nurses who

considered nursing care activities to be most important
were perceived, by their staff, to be better l_eaders than
those who focused on coordinating activities. whire the
intent of this study was to examine activity preference in
reration to behavior, in rearity the study resurts reveared
staff perceptions of l-eadership quarities rather than
actual leadership behaviors. FurLher, Anderson assumed that
head nurses' activity preferences serve as an indicator of
the head nurses' consideration of an activity's relative
impor tance .

The intent of Anderson's (L964) study, as well as that
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of Beaman (1986), Stah1 (1983), and Bergman et at" (198I),

was to more fulÌy understand the work of first-line nursing

managers " The resufts of these studies provided insights
into other people's expectations and perceptions of
behaviors rather than revealing the content of first-line
nursing managers' work.

Other researchers have acknowledged that in order to

fuJ-ty understand the nature of work, actual activities and

behaviors, rather than perceptions or expectations, need

examination. For example, Barker and Ganti (I980) sought to

examine actual- work activities through studying the

utilization of work time of head nurses and assistant head

nurses at Ohio State University Hospital-s. Descriptive data

was collected from 13 subjects over a two week period, with
each subject maintaining a daily log of their activities.
The data was then categorized according to four areas: 1)

hospital--related managemenL; 2) patient care management; 3)

direct patient care; and 4) miscellaneous/personal time.

The resurts revealed that the head nurses and assistant
head nurses spent the greatest portion of their time in
patient care management lpreparing, planning, organizing

and coordinating the patient care process) and

hospital-related management (policiesr proc€dures, comrnuni-

cations, and management of personnel and other resources).

With a similar objective, Jones and Jones (I979)

observed the work activities of head nurses and assistant
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a specialized t06-bed hospital- in the
united states. The investigators identif ied ,'Arl_ signif i-
cant work activities.. . " and categorized according to
Mintzberg's managerial rol-es (l-g7g r p. 49\ " The resul_ts

indicated that the head nurses and assistant head nurses

spent the greatest proportion of their time in the deci-
sional- rores (7s-Boe"), followed by the informational roles
(r5-20u ) and interpersonal- roles "about ten percent" (LgZg,
p.50 ) . The reporting of resul-ts in this study !^ras not
precise as result ranges rather than exact figures were

provided. Jones and Jones provided no expranation for this
range of results. AdditionaÌ1y, the investigators failed to
exprain how "activity significance" $ras determined in their
data collection. rn choosing to view activities as

significant or insignificant the authors perhaps influenced
the accuracy of the study resur-ts. FoIlowing their findings
Jones and Jones proposed a model_ for the distribution of
head nurse rol-es as f ol-rows: interpersonal- rol-es 30å;

inf ormat ional role s 402¡ and decisional rol_es 30å. rn
proposing this model Jones and Jones produced a conceptual-
ry baranced model-r let failed to integrate eiuher the
real-ities of head nurses' work found in other studies or
some of the f indings of their olvn research.

while the Jones and Jones (r979) study, Iike the study
of Barker and Ganti (1980) provides some notion of the
amounts of time spent in various categorical areas, the
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incl-usion of data pertaining to assistant head nurses
detracts from the original intent of deveroping a more

comprehensive understanding of the unique aspects of the
work of first-l_ine nursing managers.

Nurses who are in organizational l-eadership positions
have increasingly recognized the need to understand the
nature of first-line nursing managers' work. However there
has been timited research in this area. The l-iterature that
is available frequently fairs to differentiate between key

factors such as: rol_es and responsibilities; perceptions
and reality; and head nurses' and assistant head nurses,
work. l"lost of the studies that address the nature of the
work of first-line nursing managers focus on perceptions
and expectations of firsL-line nursing managers' work
rather than examining what first-line nursing managers

actually do, and why. The studies that examine what
first-rine nursing managers actuarry do refrected the work

of head nurses in conjunction with assistant head nurses.
The actuar work content of first-line nursing managers¡ ërs

a distinct job category, has not been discussed in the
Literature.

2) {usiness Management Literature Related to Manaqer ia1Work Content

In 195I, CarLson (cited in Mintzberg I973, pp.

242-204) carried out the first major empirical study of
managerial work content. rn this study, nine company
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presidents were asked to record their activities in a dairy
dairy. rn describing the goal of hís study carfson states,

Th" purpose of this study has been neither todevelop any normative rules as to how executives
shouLd behave, nor to describe their 'typical' or
'average' behavior. But. . . to find certãin conmonbehaviour patterns and some generar rel-ationships
which characteríze these patÈerns 

*
(cited in Mintzberg I973, p. ZO2)

From his study carrson drew conclusions in the areas
of executive working time, conmunication, and work content.
rn terms of working time and communication, carlson
concl-uded that much of the executive's working day centers
on communication and frequent interruptions, thereby
ì-eaving the executive with little contror over his/her
actuar work days. Further, carl-son concluded that the work

content is difficult to anaJ-yze using the diary methodr âs

each executive perceives and interprets his own activities
differently (cited in Mintzberg l-913, 203-204).

carlson's work stimulated other diary or seJ_f-report-
ing studies of managerial work (Burns 1g54; Dubin & spray,
1964; Horne & Lupton, I965; Stewart, Ig67). While the
concl-usions of each study included different aspects of
managerial work ¡ âIl of the studies noted the high
proportion of time that managers spend in cornmunication

related activities. The diary method failed, however, to
find meaningful- or reliabre categories for the class-
* carlsor-r's study is cited in Mint zberg as ef forts toattain ? copy of his original study, published in SweAen,proved fruitLess.
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ification of events and activities as the data was based on

subjects' individuar interpretations and beliefs about

themserves and the nature of managerial work (MarpIes,

L967 ) .

other researchers have avoided some of the pitfalls of
the diary method by studying the work of managers through
observational- studies of three kinds: r) activity sampling;
2) unstructured observations; and 3) structured observa-

tions. Mintzberg defined an activity sampling as ',random,

momentary observations of activities." (Mintzberg 1973, p.

208) The activity sampting study carried out by Kerly
(L964) is useful- in providing pieces of the totat picture
of managers' work. Kelly (1964) concluded that the nature

of the work task is the singularly most important deter-
minant of managerial behavior. The rack of data over a

continuous period, however, prevents the total picture and

complexities of managerial work from surfacing.
The unstructured observational approach used by sayles

(1964) included the unplanned recording of observations the
researcher finds important. This method alrowed the re-
searcher to comprehensively examine the situation under

study wi thout imposing any predetermined structures
(Mintzberg r973 r p. 226). observing managers over an

extended period of time sayles (1964) described three roles
of managers' work: 1) as a participant in rerationships
exLernal- to the manager's controJ-; 2) as a reader; and 3 )
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as a monitor. Additionally, sayres describes managers as

functioning on a contingency basis, introducing changes

when needed to maintain a "...moving equilibrium...', (rg6a,
p. 163). SayIes' results, as well_ as those of other
unstructured observation type studies are based on diffe-
rent types of information (e.g., anecdotes, evenLs, views

of those observed, documentary evidence) which makes the

studies both difficul-t to replicate and questionable in the
leveL of data comprehensiveness (Mintzberg I973, pp. 226 -
227) "

structured observations of manageriar work entails a

more systematic approach to the col-l-ection of observa-
tional- data" Guest (1956) observed foremen r têcording
minute by minute information regarding incidents in terms

of time, topic, activityr place, contact and nature of the

interaction or action. Guest's findings indicated that
foremen spend most of their day talking, mainJ,y with their
ovrn operators in brief (i.e., less than 5 minute) sessions,
that tend to be initiated by the foremen themsel-ves.

Building on the work of Guest ( r956) and others,
Mintzberg ( 1973 ) carried out structured observations of
chief executives in large organizations, each for a period
of five days. rn a manner similar to Guest, Mintzberg
recorded his minute by minute observations. The corrected
data was structured in terms of activity: type, duration,.
participants, Iocation, and purpose. Additional data
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collection pertaining to terephone carrs and mail were

built into the structure as the work of other researchers

stressed the centrarity of communication in the work of
managers. The study's findings indicated that managers

spend the majority of their time in verbal interaction
(telephone and meetings, both scheduled and unscheduled),

with an apparent dislike for non-verbal communication such

as mail. Further, most of the managers'time is spent with
subordinates or outsiders. I{intzberg's (1973 ) study
resurted in the development of his theory of the nature of
managerial- work (see Chap. I), and is considered to be the

preeminent theory of the work of managers to date.

Mintzberg's study (1973) has been repricated in many

fields including nursing (Hannah, rgBr; Jones & Jones L979¡

Morrison, 1983) and education (Duignan, Ig'tg), as well as

in business management (choran, r969)" rn a master's thesis
study carr ied out under the supervision of Mint zberg,

choran (1969) studied the work of managers of smal_l compan-

ies through sLructured observations of three owner man-

agers. Data was coLlected and structured in a simirar
manner as Mintzberg (1973), aÌlowing the two studies'
results to be readity compared. choran found that the work

of the managers he studied had the same characteristics as

described by Mintzberg (I980, pp. ZB 53), that is, much

work at an unrelenting pace; brevity, variety and

fragmentation; preference for rive action; attraction to
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verbar oriented activities; invorvement with a network of
contacts; and a bl-ending of positionar rights with organi-
zational duties. In addition, Choran found that the work

of managers of smar I companies was character i zed by

involvement in daity operationar activities (1969, pp. r24
133 ) . Further, Choran found that the managers in his

study preformed all of the ten work rol-es described by

Mint zberg, with the additional rol_es of speciatist and

substitute operator (l-969, pp. t33 - r36). rn the substi-
tute operator rol-e the manager carries out staff functions
when necessary (e.g., when an employee is ilt). Tn the
speciarist rol-e, the manager focuses on one vital organiza-
tional function ( e. g. , inventory controL or purchasing ) .

rn comparing the findings of his study with those of
Mintzberg, choran indicated that managers of smal-r compan-

ies have a greater number of activities, use informaL types
of communication more, had shorter scheduled meeting with
fewer numbers of participants, had a greater proportion of
activities of short duration and received and sent more

mail-.

Beginning with carl-son's (1951) relativery uncompric-

ated study and progressing to IrÍintzberg (rg7 3 ) and "Mintz-
berg-type" structured observational studies (choran, rg69),
researchers over the past 35 years have demonstrated an

increasingly comprehensive and clearer understanding of
managerial work and work content. The two most prevalent
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methods for studying managers' work incr-ude: the diary
method; and observations, both structured and unstructured.
Ç,]hile each method has advantages, structured observations
have proven to be the more usefut in providing the organi-
zation for the colrection of in-depth data which can be

replicated in other contexts.

I^Jhile the various studies arrive at or focus on

different concrusions, much of the research identified
communication as a key component in managers, work.
simiJ-arly, all- of the studies either ar-rude to or make

direct reference to managerial work

dimensional phenomenon.

severar researchers have demonstrated the utirity of
Mintzberg's methodology and theory the field of nursing.
Adopting Mintzberg's theory as a framework for anaJ_ysis,

Jones and Jones (rg7g) observed a totar of eight head

nurses and assistant head nurses over a period of four
months. rn the anarysis they categorized ar-1 "signif icant,,
work activities according to Mintzberg's three areas of
working roles: I ) interpersonal , Z) informational_, and 3 )

decisional. The researchers indicated that they were able
to classify all the observed activities according to
Mintzberg's categories because, ". . .at the time of the
study the work of the head nurse \das significantly diffe-

as a complex multi-

3) I'tethodoloqical-l_y Similar Studies in Nursin
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rent than it is today, when you would probably need to have
other roles" (N. K. Jones, personal communication, April 2,
1987 ) .

Adapting Mintzberg's methodology, both Hannah (19g1)
and Morrison (1983) recognized this need to create addi-
tional working rores. rn a doctoraf study Hannah (1981)
adapted Mintzberg's methods of structured observation to
examine the administrative behaviors and activities of
deans of nursing in canadian universities. Hannah selected
five deans of nursing (one each from the Atrantic, euebec,
and western regions and two from the ontario region). There
were 30 days of observation ( two three-day periods,
separated by six months, for each subject) pr-anned in the
research design, 27 days of observation were actual.ly
completed. Three types of data \^/as cor-tected: 1) prelimi-
nary data regarding the deans and the settings ì 2) data
regarding observed chronological activities, including the
type of activity, the participants, the initiator, the
location, the duration, and the purpose; and 3) structured
interview data regarding the subject's perception of her
work's correspondence to Mintzberg,s rol_es.

On cl-assifying the purposes of work activities, Hannah

that in addition to perf orming all ten of r,rintzberg,s
, the deans demonstrated a group of behaviors which
termed schorarship. Thi s category included those
iors which were retated to the deans, rores as

found

roles

she

behav
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teacher, researcher, and author.

rn a similarly designed study, Morrison (r993)
examined the administrative behaviors and activities of
Alberta community health nursing managers" specificarly¡ âs

planned in the research design, Morrison observed four
community hearth nursing managers for periods of three
days, with a totar observational period of twerve days. The

methods for data collection were the same as Hannah's three
types. rn addition to structured observation, Morrison
interviewed each subject. The focus of the interview
related to the subjects' perceptions of the typicality of
the observational- period in terms of the work and observa-
tional interference. rn addition to Mintzberg's working
rores, Morrison recognized what she termed the professional
role in which focused "...on the expertise in community

health nursing as opposed to expertise in management"

(1983r p. 148). The professional- rore includes: profess-
ional leader; professional expert; and professional
consultant behaviors.

Summary

A review of the literature ilrustrates the dearth of
studies that examine the work of first-rine nursing man-

agers. Most of the studies that have been carried out focus

on expectations or perceptions rather than on actual work

content. consequently, little is known about the work or
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roles of first-l-ine nursing managers. when comparing the
work of first-line nursing managers in different hospitars,
most authors are of the view that work responsibilities and

content probabry varies in accordance with each hospital,s
structure, philosophy, and organization.

The literature suggests that Mintzberg,s methods of
structured observation have proven usefur in the context of
nursing management. originalry deveroped in the context of
business management, Mintzberg's theory has required
expansion in order to anaLyze and interpret the complex-

ities found in studies rerated to managerial work in the
field of nursing.
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CHAPTER IIT
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

This chapter contains a discussion of the research

design, the procedures used to conduct this study and a

description of the subjects of the study. As previously
described, the problem addressed in this study was to
describe the activities and purposes of first-line nursing
managers work in one large teaching hospital.

Design of the Studv

The exploratory nature of the study required a

descriptive design and the use of qualitative research

methods. Model-l-ed af ter the research of ltintzberg (r980 ) ,

Hannah (t9BI), and Morrison (1983), the research design was

that of structured non-participant observations in the

context of a field study approach. Specificatly, the
researcher observed, recorded and coded the behaviors of
first-line nursing managers. The observations took place
during the managers' regular shifts and were carried. out
from the start until the concl-usion of each first-line
nursing manager's workday

l.jith the variation in organizationaÌ structures and

the rores of first-line nursing managers within different
hospitals the decision to use only one hospitar was made.

Entry into the setting was granted by the vice-president
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Nursing "

Subjects of the Studv

The subjects of the study included nurses currently
employed as first-1íne nursing managers in one large

teaching hospital. Time considerations imposed by the

chosen methodology necessitated that the sample size be

limited to four first-line nursing managers for a total
observational period of twelve days. The period of observa-

tion and sample size compared favorably with Morrison's

( 1983 ) master's thesis study in which she observed four

conmunity health nursing managers over a twel-ve day period.

Morrison (1983, p.6) found, in her study, that the random

sampling of subjects and the comprehensiveness of data

helped to offset the limitations of sample size.

The sample sel-ection process included obtaining, from

the Vice-President Nursing a master list of first-line
nursing managers that meet the following criteria:

I. currently employed fu11-time as a first-line
nursing manager at one specific hospital; and

2. has held the position on an uninterrupted
basis for at least two years (i.e", 24
months ) .

A ]etter was then sent to alI of the first-l-ine
nursing managers on the master list requesting thei r

participation in the study (see Appendix A). The potenLial

subjects notified a third party of their willingness to
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participate. The third party then carried out a stratified
random sampring of those potentiar subjects. specificarly,
the third party categorized the willing participants
according to departmental- areas of responsibirity (surgery;
medicine i cr itical care; maternal/chiId; geriatric med-

icine; and psychiatry), and randomly chose one subject from

each of the six departmental- categories. The third party
then provided the researcher with the resulting rist of the

six potential subjects. The researcher randomly selected,
from the rist of six potentiar subjects, four study
subjects. The remaining two subjects acted as al_ternates in
the event that a subject ( s) was unabre or unwilling to
participate. This process was used to attempt to provide a

representative sampJ-e while reducing the risk of selection
bias.

Upon selection, the

the sub jects \,/ere coded.

kept in a locked cabinet

then destroyed on compJ_et

names and departmental- areas of
The code identification Iist $/as

for the duration of the study and

ion of the study.

Data Collection: Types of Data

Three types of data vrere collected: r) preliminary;
2) structured observational ; and 3 ) interview. The

preliminary data incruded the co]lection of anecdotal data

describing the organizational and structurar setting in
which the first-l-ine nursing manager works. The corlection
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of preriminary data began during the initiar meeting, prior
to the observational- period, and was supplemented through-

out the study as information surfaced.

The second type of data collection, structured
observat ion, focused on the observation of specific
activities and behaviors, and required the use of record-
keeping forms (Polit a Hungler t9B7 t p. 273)" Guba and

Lincol-n maintain that the more structured the observations

the more one can rely on the human as the instrument of
observation ( 19Bl ¡ p.208 ) . rn order to facilitate struc-
tured data corJ-ection, three forms were adapted from

Mintzberg (19l 3,pp. 235-238) and Morrison (I983, pp.

235-238). The forms were as fol_l-ows:

l) the observational record - provided the chronoJ-ogi-

caI recording of each activity as it occurred, including
the time (to the nearest half minute), participants in the

act ivi ty, whether or not the activi ty was previously
scheduled, the initiator of the activity, the type of
activity (medium), and purpose for the activity (Appendix

B);

2) the tel-ephone log was cross-referenced ( through

coding) with the observational record and provided informa-

tion regarding the duration of the cal1, the initiator of
the cal1, the title of the other participant, the purpose

of the cal-1, and the resul-ting action or decision (if any)

made as a resul-t of the call (Appendix C); and
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3 ) the mail record was al-so cross-referenced
(through coding) with the observational record and provided

the structure for recording the source of the mail, the

correspondents titl-e, the type of mail (i.e., letter, memo,

brochure, newsletterr p€riodical or other), the purpose of
the mail, and the action taken (if any) as a resuLt of the

mail" (see Appendix D) "

The third type of data coì.lection, the interview, was

carried out the end of the third day of observation. The

researcher interviewed and recorded each subject's percep-

tion of the observationaL period in terms of the affect of
the observations on their work and how "representative" the

three days $¡ere of thei_r usuaÌ workdays. (see Appendix E).

PiIot Studv

A pilot study, oñ one f irst-line nursing manager, \,Jas

carried out to test the suitability of the proposed

research design for this study. The subject for the pirot
study was randomly selected, by the third party, from the

listing of willing participants that had not been serected

for the study. The pilot study alrowed testing of the

method of data collection, and anarysis. As a resul-t of the
pilot study revisions were made to the data correction
forms which improved the sequencing for writing the data.
The researcher al-so found that the piJ-ot study provided her

with a beginning insight into the task at hand, that of
meaningfully describing the work of first-line nursing
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managers.

Procedu res

Forlowing the sel-ection of the four study and one

pirot study participants a forrow-up telephone cal-r was

made to arrange individual meetings with each of the
potential subjects (Appendix F). The goal of these meetings

v¡ere f ivef old :

1) to clarify the objectives of the study;
2) to cJ-arify the roLe of the observeri
3) to clarify the expectations for the subject,sparticipation;
4) if agreed, obtain the subjects' written

consent (Appendix G); and
5) initiate coltection of preliminary data.

Following this meeting a letLer was sent to confirm the

time and date for the agreed upon observationar period.
(see Appendix H).

The observer's rol-e was that of an onrooker, who had

limited situational interaction and invol-vement. The

researcher as observer, did not participate in the mana-

ger's activities and limited interaction to communicaLion

necessary for clarification of observations. This role most

closely resembl-ed Lhe observer role in Mintzberg's study
(r973), and is referred to as "non-participant observation'
by Guba and Lincoln (1981, p. 190 ) and as ,'observer-as-

participant" by Babbie ( 1983, p. 248) . The rore of the

observer necessitated that the researcher ensure, at the

onset, that the subjects were a$Jare that they were to
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proceed vrith their regular workday and that the subjects

needed to explain to others on the unit ( e. g. , nurses,

medical- staf f , ward cl-erks ) the importance f or them to do

so as we11, in order for the research objectives to be

achieved.

Ethical Considerations

The subjects were informed, ât the onset, âs to the

research objectives, the nature of the data to be col-lected

and the rol-e of the observer. rnformed consent was obtained

from the subjects. Therefore, the subjects were aware that
they vJere being observed thus avoiding the ethicar concern

of covert participation (Guba & Lincol_n 19Bt, p. 200 ) .

The researcher immediately withdrew from observing any

activity that either the subject or activity participant(s)
wished not to have observed. similarly, the researcher

informed the subjects that she woul-d cease observing upon

any subject's request to withdraw from the study.

The subjects were assured that neither their identity,
nor that of the activity participants or the unit on which

they work wourd be discussed with anyone, reported in the

study, revealed on any of the collected data, or contained

in future pubrications resul-ting from this study. A code

number, rather than names, were used to identify subjects

on collected data. Thus, the confidentiality of the

subjects were protected as wel-1 the content of their
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activities.

Data Analvsis: Coding of Data

Each unit of observed work

facilitate their individual identif
of coding, Duignan's definition of
used as foLlows:

behavior was coded to
ication" For the purpose

a unit of activity vras

a single event with an identity of its own. rthad an observabre beginning and ending in ã tim;continuum. rt ended when a major change.,ccurredin one of the erements or dimensiõns of th;
I first-Iine nursing manager's ] behavior , ",g, ,when there.was ? change in the basic participañtåand/or medium of com¡nunication.

(Duignan I979, p. 64)

The folJ-owing terms and definitions vTere used for
coding the types of activity for each unit of behavior. The

first six r.dere adapted from Duignan (l g7gr p. 64_65) and

the remaining four lvere deveroped by the researcher in the
field:

r) Y!Ìcngduted ,T""t . These referred to anyverbal interaction or meetings between thefirst-line nursing manager and olhers that tookplage by chancer on the spur of-the-moment t otwith less than 30 minutes nõtice.
2).S-che4uled meetings. These consisted ofmeerrngs þetween the first-1ine nursing managerand others that were arranged at l-east 3"0 minu[esprior to there occurrence.

3) Desk work. This referred to the times that thefirst-=fîñe nursing manager worked at her desk orthe unit deskr pÍocêssing orders, mailr writingletters and reports, and ieflecting on eïents.

1].*u,lgplgn" ,"uJ1=,. These_ -included both incomingald outgoing telephone calls" Any calls that werepJ-aced by the first-Line nursing manager that
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for what ever reason, were

5) TIavel. This incl_uded travel by the first-line
nursrng manager to various parts of the hospital.
6) lqrfs and visits. This referred to the timespen@st-l-ine nursing manager invarious parts of the hospitat unit fõr the
pu rpose of ( I ) observing staff members for
eyal-uation purposes ì (2) directJ_y interacting
with patients; or ( 3 ) indirectty bbserving the
nursing care.

7) Personal. This consisted of all miscel-Ianeouspersonally focused activities, including meal and
break-t imes .

B) Secretarial-. This referred to any activities
that--õõuTã- have been carried out by a unit ward
cl-erk.

9 ) Sll¡dv time. This pertained to any time thatthe first-line nursing manager spent discussing,or explaining her work to the researcher.

r0.) otlg!. This category vias used f or any activitiesthat did not readily coíncide with any of the
above activities types.

Anal-ysis Process

Analysis of the data incl-uded both molar (high infer-
ence) and molecul-ar (low inference) approaches (porit &

Hungler 1987, p. 268\. on the morecular l-evel anarysis of
specific detailed activities occurred. These activities
lrere anaryzed according to type, as defined in the proceed-

ing section, and participanLs. The molar approach included
anarysis of large categories describing the purposes of
work behaviors, and have been defined, in this studyr âs

behaviors. These behaviors can be compared to Mintzberg's
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delineation of rol_es, which are "...essentially a categor-
izing process. " (Mintzberg I9B0 r p. 55 ) Data anatysis
began in the field as the researcher attenpted to under-
stand the observations through the use of thematic notes
(Guba & LincoLn f98I, pp. 203-204). After leaving the

observationar setting, an adaptation of Hannah's process

f or analysis was used (1981, pp" 6g-69 ) . This process \^ras

simil-ar to GLaser and strauss,s ,,constant comparative
method for quaritative analysis" (L967, pp" l0r-1r5) and

entailed that the researcher carried out the forlowing
steps:

l) divided the dairy anecdotat notes into the units ofactivity as defined in the proceeding section;
2) cross-indexed the terephone and mail records with theobservational record;

3) identified behavioral- categories on the observationarrecord both in the field and at the end of each dayusing Mintzberg's roLe categories as a guide, whireseparating out any unidentifiabl-e behavioraÍ units;
4) generated new categories of behaviors to coincide withthe unidentifiable behavioral units discussed above andlabell-ed behavioral_ units accordingly;
5) inputed arr of the data from the observational, tere-phone and mail records onto a computer programmed withlotus I23 version 2 software;

6) directed the computer to sort the data according to thetypes of media used as defined in the p.ocee-dingsection;

7) directed the computer to tabulate a dairy summary sheetthat totaled units of activity, the duratioñ of the day,tl" range and average of activities for the day, and thetime ?nd percentage of time spent util izíng eaõr, type ofactivity;
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8) directed the computer to re-sort the data according tothg participants in each activity and compute the time
and .percentage of time spent ãccording to activityparticipant on the daily sunmary sheet;

9) directed the computer to re-sort the data into categor-
ies_ according to the work behavior and compute onto thedaily suÍì.mary sheet total time and percentagã of time for
each category;

10)directed the computer to develop cumul-ative categor-ical totals and percentages for alf of the subjects Éot
comparative purposes that enabled an overal-t plcture of
work behaviors to ernerge.

The above steps do not represent a linear process. Rather,

as stern describes (1980, p.2r), the researcher will work

within a "matrix" process, whereby the coding, categorízing
and conceptualizing may require revisions and adaptations
as new insights emerge.

Establishing Trustworthiness

Qualitative research focuses on the developmenL of a

comprehensive depth of knowredge which may vary over time
and pJ-ace. As such, the scientific rigors of qualitative
research cannot be evaruated in terms of the traditional
criteria of validity and reliability used to evaluate
quantitative research. fn order to establ-ish the trust-
worthiness of quatitative research Guba and Lincorn (r9Bl,
p. 103) have developed four major criteria of rigors as

folLows:

1. Truth val-ue. Truth value is concerned with theestablishment of "truth', or confidence in thefindings of the study and for the context in
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which the study takes place.

2" Applicability. Applicability involves the
determination of the degree of applicability
a study has for other subjects iñ other contexts.
3. Consistency. Consistency is concerned with thedetermination of the consistent reprication ofthe study findings with similar èubjects andcontext.

4. Neutrality. Neutrality invorves estabrishing
!h" degree to which the study's finding are ãfunction of the subjects and conditionJ rather
than of the investigator,s perspective.

The trustworthiness of this study wilr be discussed in
terms of the criteria of rigors as outlined above. The

truth val-ue, according to Duignan, in this type of study is
grounded in "...the use of many items of evidence, together
with a wide range of evidence Iwhich wilr a].lowl interpret-
ations to be made with a greater degree of confidence."
(r979, p.B6) This range and depth of evidence is consis-
tent with the concept of triangulation, which is defined by

I,lilson as the use of several- data col_l_ection methods to
provide "...as many different perspectives as possibfe.',
( 1985, p. 379) This study's use of preriminary data
collection, observations and interviews allowed the data
complexities and depth to surface.

rn order to minimize the observer-interference from
effecting the "truth value" of the data, the forlowing
measures hrere taken:

1) sub jects vrere told r âs indicated in theconsent that they may request the researcher beabsent at any point during the observationat
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per iod ;
2) subject confidentiality was maintained;
3) subjects were remindedr prior to the onsetof each observational sessiõn that they
were to carry on with their work activities
as usual;
4) the researcher attempted to maintain anunobtrusive, non-judgmental presence; and5) the researcher was candid and flexible in
cooperating with the subjects.

The unique aspects of each hospital's structure, as

well as functioning of the first-line nursing manager in
each organization limits the study's generatizability as

traditionally viewed. Guba and Lincoln ( tgBt, p. ItB-I20 )

suggests that the concept of fittingness needs to be

examined as an alternative to generalizabirity. This
perspective focuses on the rel-ative fit of a working
hypothesis from one context to another. A working hypo-
thesis, by origin, is context specific and conseguently
must be viewed as such. Therefore, in order to rerate or
transfer the study's working hypothesis an in-depth
knowledge of the originating context woul_d need to be

ascertained" while the understanding of nursing managerial
behaviors generated from this study may prove useful in
other contexts, the applicability of this study hinges on

the fittingness with other subjects and in other contexts.
Naturalistic inquiry, according to Guba and Lincoln

(r9Bl-' p. r20) recognizes mul-tiple rearities and focuses on

differences rather than similarities. From this perspective
repJ-ications of this study are unlikely. The study's
consistency, however, was enhanced through the following
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(Hannah, 19Bl-; Glaser

I9B3; Wilson, 1985 ) :

& Strauss , 1967; Guba

the use of an established data recording
tem which was adapted from Mintzberg ( 1973 )Morrison (1983);

the use of clearly defined terms for coding
recording the data; and

the carrying out of a pilot study to improve
test the investigator 's recording, coding,

observational- skills.

According to Guba and Lincoln ( I9gI, pp . L2A-IZT )

neutrality of data is a concern in any study. Guba and

Lincoln maintain that naturalistic methods of inquiry are

no worse in achieving neutrality than are studies of a

quantitative nature. The concern then in qualitative
research is for the confirmabiJ-ity of data. This requires
that the researcher report the data in a way that can be

confirmed by others. rn this study the observer verified
her perceptions with that of the subjects' on an ongoing

inf ormal- basis.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSTON

Int roduct ion

The purpose of this studyr âs previously stated, was

to describe the work of first-r-ine nursing managers. The

conceptual framework was based on È{intzberg's theory of the
nature of manageriar work. r4intzberg's theory suggests that
the basic work of managers is simirar regardr_ess of the
work setting. The theory outl-ines work characteristics and
rol-es that are commonry found in the work of managers.
Amongst the expected findings of this study \^ras that the
work of fi rst-r ine nursing managers wourd have some

commonality with the work of managers as described by
Mintzberg or described by studies using Mintzberg,s
theoretical_ perspective.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the study
resurts and to discuss the findings in rer_ationship to the
findings in other studies. The chapter is divided into four
sections: a description of the organizationar_ setting
within which the study occurredi an overview of the four
first-rine nursing managers and their units; an analysis
and discussion of the findings; and a comparison with other
studies in the l_iterature.
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The Organizational Setting

As previousJ-y discussed in chapter 2, the work

responsibirities of first-l-ine nursing managers may vary
from hospital to hospitat depending on organizationaÌ size,
structure, philosophy and patient population. Therefore, in
order to understand the work of the first-l_ine nursing
managers in this study an understanding of the organiza-
tion's size, structure, and phirosophy and consequent
responsibilities of the first-line nursing managers is
requi red.

The setting for this study was an 850 bed teaching
hospital. within this setting the nursing division compris-
ed the greatest number of employees with 1400 budgeted
positions. The nursing division was organized into in-pat-
ient sections ( critical care, geriatrics, maternar/child,
medicine r surgery, psychiatry, and operating room) ,

ambulatory nursing care programs and schools of nursing.
within the nursing division first-rine nursing managers

were at the third l-evel- in the nursing division's organiza-
tional hierarchy, reporting directty to section directors
who, in turn, reported to the division head, the vice-
president nursing (see Figure 2)"

The vice-president of nursing placed a high value on

individual accountability and professional growth in the
context of decentralized decision-making. This was evidenc_
ed in verbal communication and through written divisionar
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objectives" consequently, the first-line nursing managers

were deemed responsible for providing readership on her/his
own unit and for ensuring that the nurses had the means by

which to provide quarity nursing. This generaJ- perspective
translated specificarry into responsibility for the hiring,
scheduling, evaluation and development of staff, as werl as

the di rect ion and coordination of all unit activities
rerated both directry and indirectly to patient care.

white the overar-r- responsibirities of first-r-ine
nursing managers were consistent from unit to unit, the
actual- span of control- varied with unit sizes as described
in the following section.

Overview of the Four First-line Nursin l'lanagers and TheirUni ts

This section provides a description of the four
managers in this study. rn an effort to protect the
confidentiatity each manager has been given a code l_etter
for references purposes. The data for this section was

derived mainly from the structured interview questions,
prior to the observational period.

Manager A. Manager A was the first-rine nursing manager on

a 7 bed adorescent psychiatric unit. After making a career
change into nursing in her twenties, she attained a

baccalaureate degree in nursing eight years ago. Manager A
worked four and one-harf years in ador.escent psychiatry
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before becoming a first-Iine nursing manager three and

one-haIf years ago. she has 17 staff under her direction,
consisting of registered nurses, rêgistered psychiatric
nurses and child care workers.

on becoming a first-rine nursing manager, Manager A

inherited a unit which lvas organized around the concept of
primary nursing care. This meant thaL while the first-line
nursing manager had responsibility for quarity controì_, the
nursing staff \dere responsibre for arl aspects of patient
care and planning from admission until discharge. This
included developing care pIans, contacting famity and other
resources when appropriate and processing and initiating
doctors' orders. The responsibirity for initiating and

processing doctors' orders required that the nurses bring
the need for changes in patient orders to the attention of
the doctor and carry out the necessary paperwork to assure
that the written orders were observed. For example, a

doctor would write an order to al_ter Lhe dosage of a

particul-ar patient's medication, which then required a

chain of activities to be carried out. Either the ward

clerk or the nurse would notify the pharmacy department of
the medication change, indicate the change on the ticket
used for medication distribution unl send the old medica-
tion to the pharmacy to be repraced. while this process,
referred to as processing orders, can be carried out by a

ward clerk, a registered nurse is ultimately responsible
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and must sign her/his initiats verifying that the orders
have been accuratery processed by the ward clerk. on

Manager A's unit the nurses vüere responsible for processing

both the orders for their o$Jn patients as well as those
patients assigned to child care workers.

on the units in this study that \^/ere not organized

according to primary nursing care the first-l-ine nursing
managers often assumed responsibility for initiating and

processing doctors' orders.

Physically, Manager A's office was found on the unit
directly behind the nurses station with a window which

viewed much of the unit. This office space al_so doubled as

a staff conference room for shift report and evening staff.
Manager A perceived her leadership styre to be "demo-

cratic" , with a focus on discussion and communication.

while Manager A had no formar assistants, she did assign
nurses on a rotating basis to be in charge when she was off
the unit for meetings or breaks. Additionarly, Manager A

believed the ward cl-erk, who had been in the her position
for many years, to be invaluable in terms of keeping the
unit's files and paperwork organized. other professionars
on the unit included: one full-time doctor, one rotating
medical resident, a psychorogist, a social worker r ân

occupational therapist and a part-time recreational
therapist.
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Manager B. At the time of this study, Manager B was the
first-rine nursing manager for a 37 bed surgical unit, of
which 27 beds were allocated for general surgery, 7 for
specialized surgery and 3 for genera] medicar patients. As

a resul-t of this mixture of bed all_ocations Manager B's
unit had nine admitting doctors and three rotating resi-
dents. rn terms of other professionars, Manager B's unit
had no permanent fulrtime resources for her unit, but
rather consurted from the generar hospital poor of social
workers, physiotherapists, occupational therapists and home

care nurses as the need arose.

EducationaÌly prepared in a diploma program in the
1960's, Manager B had a variety of nursing experiences
which included fifteen years as an operating room super-
visor. At the time of this study Manager B had been a

first-line nursing manager for three years.

Manager B had a staff of 37, which incruded registered
nurses, l-icenced practical nurses, nursing aides and order-
lies. In general, she described her l_eadership style as

"democratic". Manager B stated that organizationally she

used "one-to-one nursing" patient assignments. This meant

that both registered and licenced practicar nurses were
given the responsibitity of providing the bedside nursing
care for the same group of patients consistently for one to
three days. The l-icenced practical nurses were expected to
seek out either a registered nurse or the first-1ine
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nursing manager when she/he had a patient requiring skirls
beyond the scope of the l-icensed practical nurse's
capabilities. The processing of patient orders, contacting
family members and discussions of patient prans was carried
out by either the first-rine nursing manager or the
registered nurse p]aced in charge in her absence. Manager B

had no assistant head nurse positions to l-esson these
tasks, and at the time of this study she was using casual
rel-ief ward clerks while in the process of hiring someone

new into the position. Manager B reported that the lack of
a permanent ward crerk meant that she uJ_timately did tasks
that could typicaJ-ly be carried out by a permanent unit
ward clerk, such as, organizing fiIes.

Physically Manager B's of f ice r,ras around the corner
form her nursing unit, which according to Manager B

prevented her from "spending much time there',.

Manager c. Manager c was the first-line nursing manager of
a 9 bed critical care unit. This critical care area was a

physicarry open unit in which arr 9 patient beds vrere

within view of the nursing desk. This meant that Manager c
had close physical proximity to both the patients and her
nursing staff throughout most of her day. she spent rittle
time in her office which was located one block down the
hall from the unit.

As a graduate of a diploma schooL of nursing, Manager
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c had been in this position two years at the time of the
study, ând had worked previously for five years as a

first-1ine nursing manager on a different criticar care
unit within the same hospital.

Manager c's 32 staff consisted predominately of
registered nurses with critical care certificatíon. she

referred to her readership style as a combination of
i'del-egation", "f eading by exampJ-e" and ,,democratic.,,

Manager c also referred to the unit's nursing organization
as that of a "combination". By this she explained that
primary nursing care, team nursing and functional nursing
v¿ere arr- used when deemed appropriate. specif ica]Iy,
pr imary nursing care r,,as used f or long term patients, whire
team nursing care, in which severaL nurses care for one
patient, and functional- nursing, meaning each nurse managed

a different aspect of the patients' care vrere used when the
unit was extremely busy or patients !,Jere very acute. Most
of the initiating and processing of orders, communication
with doctors and families vias handl-ed by the first-rine
nursing manager or ín her absence the nurse delegated to be

in charge.

Manager c had two assistant head nurses who rotated
working "days" and ',nights". These assistants acted as

"charge nurse" on night shift and when Manager c was not
available to be on the unit. In addition, the assistant
head nurses were responsible for scheduling the staff
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hours, performance appraisats and teaching new educational-

procedures to the staff. The unit ward cl-erk was, according

to Manager c a val-uabl-e person in terms of organi zing the
paperwork and consequentry saving time. There v,rere f our

attending doctors for Manager c's unit and an assortment of
approximately 15 other doctors who came through the unit on

a daily basis to check on patients. Additionalty, the unit
had a fulltime rotating physiotherapist, three respiratory
technicians, and the general use of the hospitar ',pooI', for
other professionaL resources, such as social workr âs

necessary.

Manager D. At the time of this study, Manager D was the
first-line nursing manager for a 39 bed combination
antepartum and gynecorogy unit in the department of
maternal-/chil-d nursing. Having graduated f if teen years ago

from a diploma school- of nursing Manager D had varied
nursing experiences both in the operating room and teaching
prior to becoming a first-line nursing manager three years

ago.

Physicarry, L2 beds were all-ocated for antepartum and

were situated on one end of the unit with an independent

nursing desk, equipmer'r- and supplies. The other 27 beds

were located at the other end of the unit and were similar
to the antepartum area in terms of equipment and the

nursing desk. Manager D's office was located behind the
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patient ]ounge, which was midway between the antepartum and

gynecoJ-ogy ends of the uni t . Manager D repor ted that
because she found going through the patient rounge to get
to her office to be uncomfortabl-e she serdom spent time
there. Manager D had 30 staff, comprised of registered
nurses, licenced practical nurses r nursing aides and

orderlies. The staff on Manager D's unit al-ternated working
in the antepartum and gynecoJ.ogy areas. There vras one ward

crerk for the unit who worked both desks and had been on

the unit for many years. Manager D berieved her assistance
to be crucial in terms of keeping the unit organized and

functioning smoothJ_y.

rn terms of leadership sty1e, Manager D described her
style as "supportive-communicative with a ctinicar focus".
organizationally t"lanager D vras working towards primary
nursing care. This meant that at the time of this study the
nurses maintained rel-ativery consistent patient assignments

and were responsible for al-r aspects of nursing care
including processing doctors' orders, and going on patient
rounds (i.e.' assessing and planning patient care) with the
doctors. Manager D would assist the nurses with any of
their tasks as time alrowed. There was one assistant head

nurse for the unit whose primary responsibirity was as a

resource person for the antepartum area of the unit. This
included orienting ne\,r staff to the area and acting as

"charge nurse" when l'ianager D lvas unavairable. The varied
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nature of the unit meant that 10

residents, intern and specialists
the unit.

doctors and 30 or more

regularJ_y spent time on

while the gynecol0gy area of the unit had a greater
number of beds, the antepartum area had been al_rocated more
resources, by the hospitar, in terms of other profession-
ars. The antepartum area had a part-time social worker, and
full-time ctinical nurse specialist, whereas the gynecorogy
area had to consurt other professionals from the hospital
at i-arge when necessary. Manager D betieved that eventuarry
the two areas woul_d, in fact, be divided into two distinct
units.

rn sum' The first-r-ine nursing managers in this study
were from four different cr-inical areas: surgery, mater-
nal/chi1d, psychiatry, and critical care. fn terms of
educational preparation, three of the first-1ine nursing
managers graduated from dipÌoma schools of nursing and one
graduated from a baccar-aureate in nursing degree program.
Three of the four first-rine nursing managers had been in
their current positions for 3 years; and one for 2 years
with 5 years previous experience as a first-rine nursing
manager on another unit in the same hospital. Ar1 four of
the first-l-ine nursing managers described their readership
style as "democratic" or,'supportive/communicative,,.
Deregation of patient care was carried out differently by
al-l- four of the first-line nursing managers. The units for
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which the four first-rine nursing managers were responsibre
ranged in size from 7 to 39 patient beds with an average of
23 beds" simirarly the number of emproyees under each
first-line nursing manager's direction ranged from L7 to
37 ' and averaged zg " The number of doctors and resident
doctors working on the units ranged from 2 Lo 40 and

averaged 18 "

variations ç{ere found in the resources available to
the first-l-ine nursing managers in terms of staff educa-
torsr âssistant head nurses and clinical nurse specialists.

The physical faciJ-ity of each unit varied as ilrustr-
ated by the location of each first-r-ine nursing manager's
office. one of the first-line nursing manager's office was

directly on the unit, one office was off the unit's patient
lounge' one office was around the corner from the unil, and
the remaining office v/as rocated approximatery one btock
down the haII from the unit.

In short, the four first-Iine nursing managers,
positions having shared a conmon hospital setting, were
similar in terms of the overar-r responsibirities and
organizational expectations. There ç{ere variations found in
how each of the four participants rearized their positions
in terms of the size and physicar ray-out of their units,
number of empì-oyees, resources and doclors on the unit, and
methods of delegating patient care.
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Results and Analysis of the Çrlork of Four First-line Nursinl4anagers

The work of four first-rine nursing managers wilf be

analyzed in this section from three perspectives: r) types
of activity; 2) activity participants; and 3) behaviors
underlying each activity.

Each of the four first-rine nursing managers were
observed for three working days. The totar_ number of
minutes worked during each three day observational period
vTas used as a basis for calculat ing averages. These
averages related the ways in which each of the first_line
nursing managers spent their work time as discussed in the
f olì-owing section.

All four of the managers worked during the day, monday

through friday. Managers B and D were on their units a half
hour before the start of day shift at 0730, Manager C

arrived on the unit just prior to 0730 and Manager A

arrived at 0825, received report from the day staff and
worked untir 1630 or 1700 each day. The rength of the work
days were described as fairly typica] according to arr- four
managers. As shown on Table r, the average working day for
the first-line nursing managers ranged between 8.1 hours
( 486 minutes ) and B. B hours ( 530 minutes ) per observed
working day, with an overar-r- mean var-ue of 8.4 hours ( 503

minutes). This time represents the totar time spent at work
and incrudes alr personal time. From the onset mealtime and

"coffee breaks" $7ere identified and categorized as,,person
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al time" in order to provide consistency throughout the
study. However, most of the first-tine nursing managers

informaJ-J-y worked through "cof f ee" and mear breaks as they

tended to sit and chat with their staff or peers during
these times. rn addition to the observed working hours, one

manager stated that she worked at home "about 2 days per

year reLated to scheduling", another manager stated that
she "averaged 4 hours per month of working at home during
the evenings or week-ends ", and two of the managers

reported that they did not carry out any work rerated
activities at home. rn short, these four managers general-
ly carried their work out in the context of their workday

in the hospital.

Work Time Analvzed by Tvpes of Activities
This analysis focuses on the first-rine nursing

managers' work in rel-ation to activity type. Ten activity
categories (as defined in chapter 3 and revised folrowing
the pilot study) were used: 1) desk work i 2) telephone

calrs; 3 ) scheduled meetings; 4) unschedul-ed meetings; 5 )

tours/visits¡ 6) travel-, 7) personal, B) secretarial_; 9)

study time; and I0) other. The proportions of work time
spent in each of these activity categories are listed in
Table 2 and illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b.

Al1 of the managers reported that the observed days

were reLatively typical in terms of types of activities,
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TaÞIe 2
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however they al-1 felt that the

usual- due to the sunmer time

took p1ace" Managers B, C, and

meetings in particular occurred

summer months as they often

holiday schedul-es.

work pace was slower than

period in which this study

D indicated that scheduled

Iess frequently during the

were cancelLed because of

Managers B, C, and D all spent the greatest portion of
their time in brief unscheduled meetings ( see Tabl_e 2)

which l-asted an average of r.4 minutes, and accounted for
46.Aeo of the total days' activities (see Table 3). An

example of unschedul-ed meetings wouLd incl-ude Þlanager D

br iefly discussing a family member 's concern, with the
patient's nurse in the ha}l.

Desk work consumed the second greatest portion of the
work day for Managers B, C, and D. While, by definition,
desk work can include administrative types of work (e,9.
reviewing reports, processing mair, analyzing the budget

etc.)' the majority of desk work carried out by Managers B,

c, and D focused on daily unit desk activities such as

processing orders, reviewing patient charts, determining
nursing assignments and coordinating patient discharges and

admissions. For exampre, 22? of Manager Brs day was spent

on desk work which, because of the quick changes in
patients' status on this surgical unit, consisted primarily
of processing changes in doctors, orders.

White desk work accounted for a large part of the day
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Surnmary of the

Table f,

Aggregates for At I Four Nursing Manègers by

Activity Type

Type of Activity Average

Dureti on

(rni nute )
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Time a= Z
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Other
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1.4
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1.4
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for Managers B, c, and D, the handring of the mail was not

a substantial aspect of the desk work. The time spent by

arr four managers spent handríng the mail averaged 7 "4

minutes per day or 103 of the total time spent on desk work

(see Table 4)" The first-line nursing managers handledr orr

the average , 6.3 pieces of mail per day and spent I.1
minutes with each item. Managers B and c deatt onry with
incoming mail, while Managers A and D sent one piece of
outgoing mail each during the three day observation period.
Additionarly, Managers A and D spent a greater portion time
handling the mailr âs they spent J_onger periods of time
reading through each item. Manager D had just returned from

her vacation time and reported that the quantity of mail
$/as primarily that which had accumul-ated while she was

avray" on the other hand, Manager A appeared to more

carefurry handle her mail in order to maintain contact with
the rest of the hospital, as her clinical area was physic-
a1ly isolated from the rest of the hospital in a separate

building. Therefore, the researcher's impression v/as that
these two managers (A and D) were ress typical of
first-Iine nursing managers in general. In general, the

handring of the mail assumed a minor role in the workday of
the first-line nursing managers both in terms of the time

spent on the mail and the quantity of mail received and

sent.

Dissimilar to the other three managers, the Iargest
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Category

Averaqe number of
pieces o{ mail
per dày

Average time per
day handl i ng rnai I
(mi nutes)

Ti me handl i ng rnai I
@ ås proportion of

desl< worl:

Table 4
Sr-t0m a f y _ 9f _ !he_ I!e r_l

Fi rst-l i ne Nlrrsi ng Manager

Meên -------â--------E-------Ç--------D-

6.3 8. f, I "7 .1 . Cr 11. (:)

7.4 7.3 I. Cr 1. = LA"7

!(:t . O'l lS . 67" 7. Ct1. 7.77. tq . t7.
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portion (42.5e") of Manager A's workday involved patient
focused schedured meetings. As the first-rine nursing
manager on an adolescent psychiatry unit, Manager A

believed her work to be different from that of other
first-line nursing managers in the hospitar because as she

stated, "psychiatry tends to be more oriented towards

meetings and discussions". These meetings generalry
consisted of various professionars gathered to discuss

patient diagnosis, plans and progress. Three other factors
that may account for l'tanager A experiencing l-ess desk work

include: (l) the small size of Manager A's unit (l beds);
(2) the relatively sl_ow patient turnover rate; and (3) the

organization of nursing into primary nursing care, whereby

each nurse is responsible for the total coordination of
her/his own patients' care. These factors suggest that
whire there is less daily unit desk work generated for
Manager A than the other three managers in the study the

specialty orientation towards schedured meetings filrs this
void.

This relates to Leatt and schneck's (1990) study of
head nurses perceived stress differences across various
nursing speciarties. rn their study Leatt and schneck found

that the types and frequencies of stressfur events varied
between the crinicar specialty areas. Therefore, the work

focus of first-l-ine nursing managers within certain
special-ty areas may vary as in the case of Manager A.
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The category referred to as personal time was recog-

nized as problematic midway through the study. A clearer

understanding of the managers' day could have possible been

achieved by further dividing personal time into two

distinct categories: break times and personal time. As

previously discussed al-l- forms of personal time including

meafs and breaks were placed in this category. Consequent-

ly, personaì. time was the third most time consuming portion
of the day. This occurred because formal breaks remained

relatively consistent for all four first-line nursing

managers as they each tended to take approximately a

one-haÌf hour break in the morning, a one hour break for
lunch. As mentioned, âll of the managers informally

"worked" through their morning and lunchtime breaks as they

exchanged ideas and information with subordinatesr pêÊrs

and other professional-s during these time periods. For

example, Manager C informally discussed concerns and

feelings regarding a patient's death with staff nurses. In
some cases the first-Iine nursing managers reported to the

researcher that by sitting with the staff during breaks

they perceived themsel-ves to be improving or maintaining

nursing staff morale.

Following personal time the activity proportions vary

with each of the first-Iine nursing managers. The type of

cl-inical area and patient poputation, the styJ-e of the

manager, and the nursing organization of the unit all
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present as factors affecting the variations in the mana-

gers' activities. For example, Manager B's unit lvas a high
patient turnover, fast paced surgical unit, in which the

first-line nursing manager coordinated patient admissions

and discharges with the availabitity of beds by notifying
the appropriate admissions personneJ-. consequentry, Manager

B spent a great deal of her day on the telephone (r3"7?)
arranging patient admissions and discharges with the
doctors, families, and various hospital departments (e.g.,
admitting department, intensive care surgery, emergency,

recovery room and operating room). similarly, Manager c, as

the first-Iine nursing manager of a critica] care arear
spenL a relativery greater portion of her day (L2z) on

patient tours/visits as she found the tours/visits neces-

sary in order to assess the quickly changing status of the
patients on the unit.

As identified in the study time category (Table 3) the
managers' overal-1 spent 52 of their working day in activi-
ties related to this study. These activities primariry
consisted of answering the researcher's guestions and

providing additional information as they deemed necessary.

As this activity was study induced there is no way of
knowing exactry how the managers would have spent this time
otherwise.

The overaLl activities can be examined both in terms

of duration and numbers. The average duration of activities
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ranged from 3.2 minutes (Manager B) to 1"4 minutes (Manager

D). The mean activity duration for all the first-line
nursing managers ' \,Jas 5. 0 minutes " In short, on the

average the managers changed activities every 5 minutes,

with 702 of the activities }asting less than 2 minutes (see

Table 3)" As Table 5 itlustrates the vast majority (89?)

of the first-l-ine nursing managers' activities were consis-

tently l-ess than 6 minutes in duration. Meanwhile, the

average total number of activities in which the first-l-ine
nursing managers rvere invorved during the course of each

day ranged from 302 (Manager C) to 6t (Manager A), with an

overal-l- val-ue for arr of the first-line nursing managers of
2J-8 activities per working day.

fn sum, the picture that begins to emerge is that of
first-line nursing managers whose workday averaged B hour

and, invol-ved a large number of brief activities. For three

of the managers the activity focus v¡as on desk work and

unscheduled meetings. Desk work for these managers focused

on the daity unit desk work, rather than on administrative
activities or the handling of mait, and unscheduled

meetings consisted of quick unplanned verbal exchanges.

scheduled meetings ranked first for one manager who

perceived her work to be unique in rel-ation to other

first-line nursing managers, because of the nature of her

specialty area and patient population.
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l'abl e 5

Average Duration of Activities by Fercentage of Total Activite=-

Durati on o{ Acti vi ti es First-line Nursing Hanagers
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Activity Participants

rn this section the first-rine nursing mangers' work

activities are examined in terms of the participation of
others " SpecificaIly, the work of first-Iine nursing
managers was divided into two generar categories: 1 )

soritary activities, in which the first-Iine nursing
manager works alone such as desk work; and 2) joint activi_
ties involving either patients, subordinatesr pêêrs, other
professionals, superiors or others as in meetings (both
scheduled and unscheduled) or on the telephone. patients'
families and friends $¡ere incl-uded in the definition of
patients (see Chapter 3).

Table 6 shows the percentage of the time spent by each

of the managers wiLh the various participant categories.
Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) are graphic representations of
Table 6. The simirarities among all four managers is note-
worthy both in terms of the percentages and duration of
time spent with each participant category. specificalry,
the burk of the managers'days (80?) were invorved in joint
activities" Time spent with subordinates (e.g. r nurses,
nursing aides and orderlies ) while one of the briefer
activities in terms of duration (2 minutes), was the joint
activity which accounted for 30% of the total day. These

brief interactions with subordinates accounts for 2gz of
the day spent in unschedul-ed meetings as described in the
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Table 6

Summary o{ First-I ine Nursing l'lanagers' Activity Participants

Category Fi rst-I i ne Nerrsi ng Managers
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previous section. rn other words, the managers spent a

great deal of their day with subordinates in unscheduled

meet ings "

other professionaÌs followed as the next rargest
pa r t icipant category consuming 24 . 4? of the totar day .

while all of the first-line nursing managers had interac-
tions with other professional-s such as dietitians, pastorar
care workers and social- workers, doctors rdere consistently
theprofessionar groupwhich thÉhe managers had the most

interaction. This contact generalty consisted of an

exchange of information concerning the status and prans for
patients. '

consistently the managers spent the l-east amount of
time ( 3? ) involved with their superiors, ( i. e. , the
director of nursing for the given specialty areas ) and

peers. The contact that the first-line nursing managers did
have with their director of nursing tended to focus on

brief informational exchanges. For example, the director of
critical care nursing brief ry came by t'fanager c's unit to
inform Manager c that there could potentially be probrems

in obtaining relief nurses for that evening shift. At the
same time Manager c provided her superior witn an update on

her unit's acuity and worktoad status.

rn terms of the involvement of participants in the
mail and tel-ephone cal-l-s, Tabres 7 and B irrustrate that
the "other" category involved over hal-f of both the mail
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labl e 7
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Participant Category

As Z o1 Total Calls

Tabl e B

Telephone Cal I s by Farticipents
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correspondence ( 51å ) and telephone participants ( 53% ) . rn
these circumstances the "other" category refers mainry to
communication with the various hospitar departments. This

communication typically consisted of informationar memos,

in the case of the mai l, which required no follow-up
response and vras either disposed of or posted for general

information" rn terms of telephone ca1rs, this interdepart-
mental- communication focused on brief exchanges of informa-
tion.

similar to the managers' overarl- day (see Table 7) the

"other professional-" or doctor group \.{as the second }argest
participant category for both terephone calls (z0z) and

mail correspondents ( 33å ) .

From this data a picture of the four first-line
nursing managers further develops. rn this picture the
managers' workdays are firled with frequent brief interac-
tions primarily with subordinates and doctors. of the

rel-atively small portions of the day involved in telephone
call-s (7% ) and mait- (0.22 ) the participant f ocus f or these

activities was communication with doctors and other
departments within the hospitaJ_.

Activity Behaviors

fn this section an attempt was made to understand

rdhy the managers engaged in each of the observed activi-
ties. As such, âfl of the first-l-ine nursing managers ,
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activities u,ere analyzedr âS described in chapter 3, in
terms of behaviors or the purpose behind each activity.
This categorization process was influenced by the percep-
tions of both the managers and the researcher, and there-
fore, there is a greater interpretative factor in this
portion of the study"

The categories to identify the various behaviors were

based on Mintzberg's ten manageriar work rol-es as described
in chapter l. Nev/ categories of behavior emerged as activi-
ties were carried out by managers that did not re]ate to
any of Mintzberg's categories. This group of behaviors vras

referred to as clinical behaviors and hras subdivided into
the roLes of: l ) cl-inical expert; 2) substitute nurse; 3 )

coordinator; and 4) education reci_pient.

The cl-inical expert rol-e referred to any activity in
which the cl-inical knowledge or experience of the manager

was required in order for the activity to be carried out.
This included any decisions related to clinical judgement,

as well- as assisting subordinates in patient related
decisions and technical_ skiIIs.

The roÌe of substitute nurse pertained to
in which the manager substituted for nursi
providing direct patient care, due to either a

staffing, busy periods or staff break times.

any occasion

ng staff in
shortage in

The coordinator role i ncluded behaviors which were

based on cl-inical knowledge which enhanced or prevented
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disruptions in the unit functioning. Examples of this rofe
included: moving two mal-e patients into a room together to
accommodate the admission of a female patient, organizing
the location of forms at the nursing desk to provide the
nurses with easy access, preparing needed equipment prior
to the performance of a surgicar procedure on the unit and

the creaning up of a spill to prevent a possibre accident.
The rofe of educat ion recipient referred to any

behaviors in which the manager activery obtained new

cl-inical information either formally, such as in-services
and workshops, or informarly through discussions with other
professional-s or peers. The education received in this role
was either highly specific or more general in nature.

rn terms of the proportion of time spent in each of
the rol-es the informational roles, comprised of monitor,
disseminator and spokesman behaviors, occupied the greatest
portion of time for all of the first-line nursing managers.

Tabl-e 9 and Figures 5a and 5b show that the time spent in
this rol-e ranged f rom 33? (Manager A) to 7rz (Manager D).

within this major category monitoring behaviors were

consistentry predominant (38%). This means that the purpose

behind much of the managers' work focused on the monitoring
or attainment of inf ormation. This r^/as of ten iLlustrated
when staff nurses provided the firsL-line nursing managers

with information regarding the status of patients' in the

context of unschedul-ed meetings. within the informational,
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Eehavior Category

Table 9

Percentege of Time Bccr-rpied by Each Behavior

Fi rst-l i ne

AB

Nursi ng lf ånàgers

CD

I NTERPERSONAL

Fi gurehead

Leader

Li ason

I NFORNAT I ONAL

Monitor

Di ssemi nator

Spol(esßån

DECISIONAL

Entrepr eneutr

Disteirbance Hàndler

Resourrce Al I ocator

Negoti ator

CLINICAL

Clinical Expert

Substitute NL(rse

Coordi nator

Edr-rcsti on Reci pi ent

t4.1.2

('. 37.

9.7L

4 - l/-

t) .'12

ct.9z

2 " Ct7"

4. (tZ

5.AZ

2. Ct7.

?6.47.

4.J.'/.

(t. 17.

r .87.

7.ez

13.47"

a.6z

at. Í,7.

7 . at'L

C). 87.

64t.87.

ct.2z

o.az

1a Q'-t

,1ì'l

2at. L'/.

o- 4'/.

L4.9L

Ct. 77. rr.2Z

È. L a./ - f\ Ô./

=,t:t.52 36. 67.

¿J.õ/. !4.¿/.

C). 57. lt7.

lt7.

t-t.42

.-ty.

(t7.

(t. 17.

L.B/.

?4. 17" L9.=Z

4.32 4.92

4. itz 4. ú7.

15. LZ Lt-t. 57.

t.t. 6'/. {t7.
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roles disseminator behaviors accounted for the next rargest
group of behaviors occupying 17Z of the day. The instances

of this behavior generatly followed monitoring behaviors.

Coordinating behaviors occupied a greater portion of the

day for Manager C (15%) in critical care and Manager B

(202) on the surgical unit. In other words, the managers in
the two areas with rel-ativeJ-y higher acuity levels and

patient turnover spent more time involved in behaviors

oriented toward unit functioning. Exampl-es of this behavior

!,?ere seen as these two managers frequently adjusted unit
pJ-ans and redirected the nursing staff to al_ter the

l-ocation of patients and thereby accommodate the rate of
turnover in patient beds.

Manager A, varied from the other three managers in
that she spent the second largest portion of time (20e")

engaged in l-eader behaviors within the interpersonar roles

category. Once again, the unique findings in the work of
Manager A may be due to the unique focus of her specialty
area, psychiatryr or the rel-atively slow rate of patient
turnover. An exampre of Manager A's leader behavior wourd

be a discussion with a staff nurse regarding changes in
managing particular types of patients. Manager A vras

simil-ar to the other managers in that a J-arge portion of
her day (1Bz) incruded clinical- behavior roles. rn her case

however, the focus of the clinical role was cLinicar expert

behaviors rather than coordinating behaviors. These
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crinical expert behaviors surfaced primarily during the

course of schedured meetings when other professionals and

subordinates sought out lfanager A's crinical judgement

prior to making a decision. For example, in a meeting about

patient planning the staff nurse and doctor soricited
Manager A's view as to the readiness of the patient for
discharge.

A1l four first-line nursing managers spent the l-east

amount of time (Bå) in the decisional roles, which include
entrepreneur, disturbance handling, resource allocator and

negotiator behaviors. while all of the managers vüere faced

with making decisions dairy, they viewed decision-making as

a by-product rather than the focus of their behavior. For

example, in granting a requested day off for a staff nurse

l'lanager c perceived herserf to be acting primarity as a

Leader, providing positive encouragement and support for
this particuLar nurse. Therefore, while a decision was made

concerning staff scheduring this decision was seen by the

manager as merely a by-product of leadership behaviors and

consequently was recorded as such by the researcher.

ïn terms of entrepreneur behaviors, the researcher's
impression was that generally the managers lvere so involved
in the day to day running of their units that they gave

littre attention to the innovative and creative types of
decisions rel-ated to this behavior. This impression,
however, may have been biased by the relatively smal-r
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sample size. One example of entrepreneurial behavior

occurred when Manager B discussed with a nurse the possi-

bilities of an al-ternate furniture arrangement in the

pat ient rooms. This was brief in duration and not a

commonly observed behavior.

Disturbance handling behaviors were perceived to be

minimal by the managers themselves. What appeared to be

disturbance handling to the researcher-observer were, in
fact, p€rceived by the managers themselves to have a

different underlying purpose. For exampler oÍr Manager C's

unit a disturbance arose when a patient went into cardiac

ar rest and a team of nur ses and doctors proceeded to
resuscitate this patient. while Manager c assisted and

directed during much of the procedure, she perceived

herself to be coordinating the various activities rather

than disturbance handling"

The Iargest behavior within the decisionaJ_ category

was represented by negotiator behaviors (4?). This figure
was skewed by a three hour negotiation meeting Manager A

attended during the study. The focus of the meeting was

first-1ine nursing managers' reactions to possible changes

to the nursing contract.

In sunlmary, this section has highfighted the purposes

underrying much of the work of first-line nursing managers.

This study suggests that approximately half of the mana-

gers' day focused on the transmission and reception of
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information. The managers r{ere the recipient of information
for over one-third of the day and the disseminator of
information for approximately one-quarter of the day.

clinical- behaviors based on their knowledge and experience

both in nursing and the various speciarty areas was arso

shown to be central- to the managers in this study. Finarly,
these results indicate that the unique focus, acuity and

patient turnover of speciarty nursing areas appears to have

an impact on coordinat ing behavior s of the fi rst-1ine
nursing manager within that area.

A Comparison with other Studies in the Literature
As demonstrated by the literature in chapter 2, there

is a shortage of information about the work of first-line
nursing managers. Most of the riterature focuses on

expectations or perceptions rather than on actual work

content and purpose. This study attempted to describe the
work of fi rst-rine nursing managers in terms of work

content and purposes of the work "

Tn this section the study results are compared to the
resurts of other structured observationar studies of
managers. specifically, comparisons are made with Mintz-
berg 's ( 1973 ) study of chief executives, Choran's ( I969 )

study of smal-J- company managers, and Morrison's ( l9g3 )

study of community health nursing managers. The work of
these three different types of managers will be compared to
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activities,
ivities.

activity participants, and

Work Activities
Tabre 10 and Figure 6 irlustrates comparisons in work

activities among chief executives, managers of smarl

companies, community hearth nursing managers and first-line
nursing managers. rn terms of numbers of dairy activities,
the first-line nursing managers, in this studyt cê.tried out

almost threefold the numbers of activities when compared to
any of the other types of managers. FoJ-J-owing f rom this,
the first-rine nursing manager, when compared to the other
managers, spent much shorter duration periods invorved in
each activity, with the greatest proportion of time spent

in activities l-ess than 9 minutes in duration. This rarge
number of brief activities is 1ikely due to the managers'

perception of their work responsibilities. fn short, the

managers in this study perceived that their work responsib-
ilities and the overall pace of hospital- require them to be

informed and responding to minute-by-minute unit function-
ing. This required the first-l-ine nursing managers to
frequently change activities and focus as the unit func-
tioning varies from moment to moment.

When examining each activity type separateJ_y first-
line nursing managers were considerabry different in
areas of desk work sessions and unscheduled meetings.

the

fn
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Sel.ected Conparlsons of Àctlvittes Àúong Dlfferent Types of Hanagers 97

Category of

conapr lsons

Chlef

Execut lves

( Hlntzberg )

Srìä I 1

Conpany

Hanage!S

( Cho¡an )

coEEun I ty

Nurs I ng

Hanagers

(Horrlson)

First-llne

Nurs I ng

Hä nage r s

(Raber )

Àctlvltles per day

Àverage duratlon

t of actlvltles

Ìasting <9 Binutes

t of àctlvites

lastlng )60 nlnutes

DESKçORK SESSIONS

Àverage nurnber

Proportlon of tlne

Àverage Duration

ÎELEPHONE CALLS

.àverage nur¡be!

Proportlon of tlne

Àverage Duratlon

SCHEDULED I{EETINGS

Average nunber

Proportion of tlne

Àverage duration

UNSCHEDULED HEETINGS

Àverage nunber

Proportlon of tlne

Àverage duration

TOURS/VISITS

Àverage nunber

Proporblon of tlne

.ãverage Durat I on

22

22rÂ1n.

á9t

10r

7

22\

15 m1n.

nin,

4

59r

68 nin.

û1n.

90c

0.02r

39

t2

79

t

19

r5s

3

59È

3t

218

5 nin.

938

01

48

14C

2 min.

5

6t

6

29

1?B

2 nin.

3

22eÈ

2? nin.

nl n.

2I

3{r

6 nln.

5

12t

I nln.

14

30s

l0 nln.

11

12C

5 nfn.

4

33 nin.

28

?$

1 Bln.

4

1?t

20 min.

10c

12 nin.

9

17S

8 mln.

101

29$

1.4$

nln.

1

3t

11 mln.

2

?$

19 rn1n.

I

4S

2

sources: Hlntzberg (19?3, pp.2A2-243); Choran (1969, pp.64,138) and

Mo!rlson (1983, pp.161, 153).
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terms of desk work, the f irst-line nursing managers r4rere

invol-ved in greater numbers of desk work sessions per day,

yet because of thei r relatively short duration these

sessions accounted for a lesser proportion of the day than

for the any of the other three manager types. Table t0
demonstrates the centra]-iLy of unschedured meetings to the

work of the first-line nursing managers studied. while
unscheduled meetings were again relativery brief for the

first-line nursing managers they comprised a much greater
portion of the day than for any of the other manager types.
This J-arge number of unscheduled meetings appears to be

primarily due to the managers' need for quick exchanges of
information in order for the first-l-ine nursing manager to
remain "on top of the situation". conversely, schedured

meetings ( during the sunmer season) appeared to be of
lesser importance to the first-line nursing manager as they

spent less time in attendance than did the other types of
managers. Although relatively few, arr of the managers

expressed dislike for scheduled meetings in general as they

interfered with their abiJ-ity to remain on the unit and to
be aware of minute to minute changes.

When comparing activities overall, the first-1ine
nursing managers in this study most closely resembled the

managers in choran's study of smal1 companies. while they

numbers vary, both the first-line nursing managers and the

managers of small companies engaged in large numbers of
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activities which hrere relatively short in duraLion" In

addition, tours/visits and travef occupied a relatively
greater portion of the day for both of these manager group

than for ei ther chief execut ives or community health

nursing manâgers" This comparatively high tours and visits
time relates to the time first-line nursing managers spend

in direct contact to patients and families. The more senior

managers in Mintzberg's and Morrison's studies did not

likely have the opportunity for this direct client or

product consumer.

The first-line nursing managers differed from managers

of small companies in the areas of desk work, telephone

cal-ls and unscheduled meetings. Specifically, desk work

sessions and telephone cal1s v/ere more prevalent for the

small company managers in Choran's study, whil-e unscheduled

meetings were found to be more conmon to the work of

first-line nursing managers.

Activity Participants

Table 1I provides selected comparisons of activity
participants for the four types of manager groups. The

proportion of time spent in joint activities is shown to be

highest for the first-Iine nursing manager group (80%) and

most closely comparable to the chief executives group

(7BZ). Similarly, the community heatth nursing managers

(58? ) and the managers of smal-1 companies (59% ) were
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Table 1l

Selected Cornparisons of Activity Participånts of Di{ferent

l'lenegers by Proportions of Time

Category of

Participants

CL¡ief

Exeeutives

Smal 1

Conpany

Manaã:ers

Coomunity

Nurs ing

Managere

First-1. ine

Nurs ing

Managers

Joint activites

Superiors

Subordinates

7816

7%

48x

o%

5gx

ox

56%

4%

3lX

0s

9S

581í

L7%

47x

t7%

s14

gs

o.5x

3%

309

L4x

2496

0g

9C

80x

Peers

Other

and others

profaesionale 33X

Government repe

Clients or paÈients 1lX

ox

Sources: Mintzberg, (1973, pp. 254-251); Choran (1969, p. 149) and

Morrison (1983, p. 167).
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relatively comparabJ-e in the proportions of time they spent

in joint activities.
AIl of the managers spent proportionally more time

with their subordinates than with any other participant
category. The fi rst-Iine nursing managers, the chief
executives, and the small company managers were similar in
that they alI spent the second greatest proportion of the

day with other professionals or organizations. SimilarIy,
these three groups of managers al-I spent about ten percent

of their time with their product consumers, that is,
clients or patients. Functioning differently, the community

health nursing managers spent the second largest portion of

the day divided equally between the super iors and

peers/other categories, and onJ-y one-half of a percent of

their time with cl-ients or patients.

In terms of activity participants the first-Iine
nursing managers' work invol-ved simil-ar proportions of the

same categories of participants as both the chief execu-

tives and smal-l company managers.

Activitv Behaviors

As previously discussed fourteen categor ies of
behavior arranged into four cl-uster groups evol-ved f rom the

data in this study. Mintzberg's terms and definitions
(L973, pp. 5B-94 ) $/ere adapted f or the three cl-usters of

ten categories. A new fourth category cl-uster was devetoped
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as certain behaviors undefined by Mintzberg were detected
in the data. This cluster was defined as cl-inicar behaviors

wi th four sub-categories labered as: cl inical expert ,

substitute nurse, coordinator, and education recipient.
A complete compârison among the four groups of manager

in the area of activity behaviors or purposes is greatly
limited by the fact that both Mintzberg and choran categor-
ized only the purposes of joint activities (referred to as

verbal contact in their studies). As previously described
joint activities accounted for only 7Bz of the work time in
Mintzberg's study and sgeo in choran's study, therefore, the
purpose behind much of the work of the managers in these

studies is unknown. AdditionaIIy, while Mintzberg developed

the categories of ten manageriar roles based on his data,
neither he nor choran utilized these roles to measure the
proportions of time spent by the managers studied in each

role category. Rather, both Mintzberg ( I973, pp . 249-5I )

and Choran (1969, pp. 9I-4) analyzed their data according

to the folJ-owing four areas r) "secondary" or work which

$/as externalJ-y f ocused (e. g. , board work, ceremonies etc. ) ;

2) "decision-making" regarding strategy deveJ-opment and

negotiations; 3) "informational,' which included the giving
and receiving of information as welr as tours and reviews;
and 4) "requests" from staff and others covering an array
of topics. while the informational and decisional categor-
ies have obvious overlap with the ror-es used in this study,
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the secondary and reguests categories are not as readily
rel-ated to Mintzberg's ten working rol-es. This theref ore,
l-imits the comparability of Mintzberg and choran's study

results with this study.

utilizing Hannah's methodorogy, Morrison used Mintz-
berg's description of the manager's working rol-es to
crassify the behaviors or purposes for all of the community

heal-th nursing manager's activities. The categorization of
activity behaviors carried out in this study forrowed

Morrison's methodology, and therefore more detaired
comparisons of activity behaviors are made with the results
of her study.

Table 12 il-lustrates the differences in behaviors or
activity purposes found between the first-1ine nursing
managers group and the community health nursing managers.

while over half ( 55% ) of the first-line nursing managers

activities focused on the transference of information, the

community health nursing managers were more oriented toward

interpersonal- behaviors (40?). The pace at which changes

occurred for the first-rine nursing managers may account

for their need to remain "on top" of information. Addition-
ally, the need for up to date information was 1ike1y
greater for the first-rine nursing managers because of
their greater patient/client contact (see Table rl). when

directly in contact with patients the first-rine nursing
managers reported that they fert obrigated to be a$/are of
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Teble 12
Eeleqled_Qompar i sqn g_of _l!gjof _Catggqf i es_of_Beh avi. o¡s

By_P¡opol!ig[_of _T!me

Major Category
of Behavior

Chí ef
E>r ecut i ve

4atL

272

Srna I I
Company
Hanager

iô./.

Q./

4(r7.

t?z

Communi ty Fi rst-l i ne
Nurrsi ng
I'tanager

Heal th
Nursi ng
Hanager

lI!¡-¡!¿Þers)----lQherqDl-_----l.Ierr r.EeD)---lÊcÞer)- --_ _
intã.p*.=on"t

Inf orrnati onal

Deci si onal

Secondary

Requrests

Prof essi onal

E>r pert

t4z

Soutrces: Mintzberg (197f,, p.151¡ Choran (196g, p" lgC)) and Morrison(1983, p. t72) "
Note. The reported time {or both I'lintzberg and Choran iE re{lective
o{ behaviors for joint ectivities onIy. The reported tirne for
Morrison and this stLrdy includes the behaviors of all activities.
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the patients' latest deveropments in terms of prognosis,
progress, plans, and concerns, and to be able apprise the

The community health nursing managers demonstrated

more decisional behavior s (r2z) than did the first-l_ine
nursing managers (B?). This difference may be due to the
differences in the work focus between the two types of
managers. while the community health nursing managers were

oriented towards long range departmental- planning the
first-l-ine nursing managers were more oriented toward the
day to day functioning of the unit. overarr, however, both
the managers in Morrison's study and in this study were

involved in much less decision making behaviors than either
Mintzberg's managers (2rz) or choran's manager s (27>") ,

especially since these results reflect joint activities
onIy.

Both Morrison's study and this study found Mintzberg's
roles too limiting, and consequentty found that the
creation of a nev¡ category of behavior was necessary in
order to describe the work of the managers in the respec-
tive studies. Morrison developed the professional role
(chapter 2) which included: professionaL leader, profess-
ional- expert, and'professional consultant rores. The focus
of this role was based on the professionar knowredge of
community nursing utilized by the managers in that study.
This study developed the crinical role consisting of
clinical expert, substitute nurse, coordinator, and



education recipient
focus of this rol-e

knowledge, however,

was more clinicaJ-1y

prof essional- rol-e.

ity health nursing managers.

When examining the numbers
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behaviors. Similar to Morrison, the

was related to the use of nursing

the nature of the behaviors themsel_ves

"hands on" then that of Morrison's

['Jhen compa r i ng the propor t ion of t ime spent i n these

specialized rol-es, Table 12 shows that the community hearth
nursing managers spent more time in their professional rore
(202) than the first-line nursing managers in their expert
roLe ( 15% ) . Morrison's broad definitions of professional_

behaviors may account for the categorization of a greater
portion of behaviors into this category.

Summary of Comparative Analvsis

rn the comparisons made with other structured observa-

tional- studies, the similarities between first-line nursing
managers and other types of managers varied depending on

the area being compared. rn terms of activities, the
first-line nursing managers most closery resembred choran's
managers of smal-r companies, in that they both engaged in
large numbers of activities which vùere relativery short in
duration" rn addition, tours/vísits and traver occupied a

relativery greater portion of the day for both of these

manager groups than for either chief executives or conmun-

and durat ion of work
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activities the first*l-ine nursing managers are relatively
unique in that they carried out al-most threefol-d the
numbers of activities when compared to any of the other
types of managers, and they spent much shorter periods

involved in each activity.
In terms of activity participants, all of the managers

spent more time with their subordinates than with any other
participant category. The first-line nursing managers, the

chief executives, and the smal1 company managers r^Jere

similar in that they alr spent the second greatest propor-
tion of the day with other professionals or organizations.

Activity behaviors, because of methodologicaÌ differ-
ences, could only be compared for the first-l-ine nursing

managers and the community health nursing managers. Among

these two groups of managers the only similarities was in
the area of decision-making behaviors. rn this area both
groups of nursing managers demonstrated l-ess decision
oriented behaviors than did either the chief executive or

the managers of smal1 companies. rn other behavior dimen-

sions, the first-1ine nursing manager group and the
community hearth nursing group did not prove to be simirar.

Addressing the Research euestions

This study $/as developed around six research ques-

tions, which were intended to guide the research and the

analysis process. what follows is a brief description of
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the major study resul-ts oÊ this study.

1. 4rg Çhere _any discernable patterns of behavior/
activities t@fic to the first-line nursins

The study results have indicated that the first-line
nursing managers in the study did demonstrate patterns in
their work. These patterns incl-uded carrying out a Iarge

number of activities which \rrere characteristically fast
paced, brief in duration, and frequently interrupted.

2. How can the observed behaviors/activities of first-rine
nursing managers be desòii

The observed behaviors and activities of the
first-line nursing managers can be described as an array of
actions which deal with day-to-day immediate needs of given

units. These actions focus on conmunication which maintains

the frow of information and activities which enable the

smooth functioning or coordination of the unit.

3. How are the work characteristics of first-rine nursino
managers similar or different than t

The work characteristics of managers as described by

Mintzberg \{ere generally similar to those of first-rine
nursing managers observed in t.his study. These similarities
included large quantities of work at an unrelenting pace,

activity characterized by short duration, and fragmenta-

tion, and attraction to the verbar modes of conmunication

(e.9., unschedul_ed meetings). The f irst-line nursing
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managers had a similar patterns of participant contact,

with doctors and other departments occupying a similar time

invoLvement as those relationships outside the organization

as described by Mintzberg.

Unl-ike Mintzberg's description of work characteris-
tics, the first-Iine nursing managers appeared to gravitate
to the routine aspects of their work, such as processing

doctors' orders and other forms of unit desk work.

4. To r{he! extgf t do Miltzberg's working roles appty to the
work of first-lire nursing manaq

*'" ten working ro1es proved to be too limited
in describing the work of first-line nursing managers.

Whí1e they were useful in capturing the purposes behind

many of the work activities, they failed to provide a

description of rol-es or behaviors found in the work of
first-l-ine nursing managers, which are based on clinicar
knowledge and understanding.

5. Does the work of f irst,-f lne nursing man

The results of this study show that greater attention
is given to the informational and expert sets of roles. The

question remains whether a focus on these rores is required

or is rather a reflection of the nursing organization and

on each of the units. In short, would a change in nursing

organization al-1ow the first-line nursing managers to focus

n different types of behaviors, such as entrepreneuriaL?
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6. what proporti-on _o€ _the worki{rg. d?y do f irst-rine nursinq

rn general' the first-line nursing managers tended to
spend much of their vrork day in brief unschedul-ed meetings

with either subordinates or docLors. The primary purpose or

behavior behind these meetings as werl as other activities
was frequently the exchange, both receiving and giving, of
information. An exception to this pattern

occurred for the first-l-ine nursing manager that worked in
a specialLy area, that was perceived to be unique.

Summarv

rn this chapter the study resurts were presented and

discussed. The first section provided an overview of the

organization and the four first-line nursing managers

invorved in the study. The resurts of the observations of
the first-rine nursing managers vrere then discussed in
rel-ation to types of activities, activity participants, and

activity behaviors. From Lhese resurts a composite picture
of the work of first-line nursing managers began to emerge.

The results of this study \dere compared to the results
of other methodologically simirar studies of chief execu-

tives, smal1 company managers, and community health nursing
managers. Finarly, the overall study results of the man-

ageriar work of first-rine nursing managers were addressed

from the perspeciive of the research questions.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summarv

This study has described the work of a small sample

of first-rine nursing managers within one large teaching
hospitaJ-. rn order to facilitate an understanding of the

work of first-line nursing managers the work was observed

and described in terms of activities and behaviors.

As indicated in the review of the literature, there is
little information in the current literature concerning the

work of first-line nursing managers. Most of the existing
literature focuses on perceptions and expectations rather
than on actuar work content. rnformation in the area of
work content could be varuable in the educat ional-
preparation and evaluation of future first-line nursing
managers, as wel-1 as understanding the needs and experience

of current first-line nursing managers. The theoretical
significance of this study is derived from a comparison of
the work of first-line nursing managers with the work of
other managers in which the studies utilized a simirar
methodology and conceptual framework.

Mintzberg's theoreticar framework was chosen for this
study as this framework was demonstrated to be usefuÌ in
understanding the work of managers in other studies.
Mintzberg's theory postulates that the work of al-r managers

is characteristically simil-ar. These conrnon characteristics
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deal- with the pace and quantity of work, the types and

patterns of activity, the manager's relationship to work

and others and the interplay between duties and choices. rn
addition, Mintzberg theorizes that arr of the manager,s

work can be analyzed from the perspective of ten managerial

roles.

This study $ras developed around six research ques-

t ions :

l. Are there any discernable patterns of behavior/act-
ivities that are specific to the first-rine nursing
managers in this study?

2 " How can the observed behaviors/activities of
first-line nursing managers be described?

3. How are the work characteristics of first-line
nursing managers símilar or different than the character-
istics of managerial work as described by Mintzberg?

4. To what extent do À{intzberg's working roles apply

to the work of first-line nursing managers?

5 . Does the work of fi rst-line nursing managers

require that greater attention be given to certain sets of
rol-es ?

6. what proportion of the working day do first-line
nursing managers spend in different activities and roles?

The nature of the theoreticat framework and the
resulting research questions necessitated that detailed
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information be gathered from four subjects. The data was

collected mainJ-y through structured observations and

interviews in the fietd. This methodology corresponded most

closeJ-y to the methodology util-ized by Mintzberg (I973 ) and

theref ore \,/as consistent with the theoretical f ramework.

The four first-line nursing managers that were randomly

selected formed the study population and vrere observed for
three working days. During this time data was systematical-
Iy recorded regarding their work activities. As this study

did not set out to accept or reject a specific hypothesis

the data was descriptive in nature. The data was analyzed

according to both activity types and participants and

behaviors. Through this process four categories of behavior

were found to be unaccounted for compared to Mintzberg's

ten ro1es. Therefore, an adaptation to Mintzberg's theory

concerning the nature of managerial work seemed to be

necessary in order to completely classify aI1 of the

first-line nursing managers' behaviors. This adaptation

included a new cl-uster of behaviors referred to as experL

behaviors. These new and additional behaviors refrect the

complexities found in coupling the professions of nursing

and management in the context of a complex hospital
organi zat ion .

A composite description of the activities and behav-

iors was developed from the analysis of the four first-line
nursing managers. This composite description was then
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compared to descriptions of managers' work resul-ting from

the studies of Mintzberg ( I973 ) , Choran ( I969 ) , and

Morrison (1983).

rn this final chapter, concLusions are drawn from the
study, imprications from the study findings are discussed
and recommendations are presented in the areas of nursing
practice, education and research.

Concl-us ions

The smal-l- sample size and qualitative nature of the

data timit the generalizability of the study. However, the
in-depth nature of the data from observations, interviews
and composite descriptions provide some insight into the

work of first-]ine nursing managers at large.
Throughout this study many work characteristics

surfaced that were found to be common to atl- of the
first-line nursing managers. rnitially these characteris-
tics appeared to be due to individual work styles or
habits. However, continued observations and questioning of
the managers revealed that these characteristics were due

to the nature of the work rather than the individuatity of
each manager. These characteristics have been incorporated
into the forlowing concl-usions about the work of first-line
nursing managers. These concrusions are intended to
generate future discussion and research.
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The work of first-line nursing managers

is highly complex.

Concl-us ion 2 " The first-line nursing manager work days

are firled primarily with activities of short duration.
These activities tend to be fragmented and are
characterized by frequent interruptions over which the

first-l-ine nursing manager appears to have rittle contror.
Conclusion 3. The first-1ine nursing manager's work

consists of a chain of interruptions, whereby the manager

is often required to engage in new activities prior to
completing others or to carry out two distinct activities
simultaneously;

concrusion 4. The majority of the first-rine nursing
manager's day is spent in joint activities, interacting
primarily with staff nurses and doctors. These interactions
generally occur in the form of brief unschedured meetings.

conclusion 5. verbal communications, which provide

instantaneous feedback, are the preferred and essential_

mode of communication. Through verbar communication the
first-line nursing manager obtains and provides the cuirent
informat ion needed i n order for the nursing uni t to
function smoothly.

Conclusion 6. Variations in the work of first-Line
the area of clin-

nursing organization

Conclusion I

nursing managers may occur depending on

ical- specialty, patient population and

within each unit.
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Conclusion 7. Much of the first-Iine nursing manager's

tirne is spent on informational- behaviors necessary for the

receipt and dissemination of information. This requires

that first-l-ine nursing managers retain vast amounts of
information in their heads.

Conclusion 8. The focus of the fi rst-line nursing

to day functioningmanagers' work is oriented towards day

rather than future planning;

Conclusion 9. First-l-ine nursing managers function as

intermediaries between their own unit and other departments

wi thin the hospital- .

Conclusion 10. First-1ine nursing managers are drawn

and routine aspects of their work,to the more "kno\dn"

such as desk work.

Conclusion 11. First-line nursing managers depend on

lls in order to provide the

necessary in carrying out

their cl-inical knowledge and ski

Ieadership and decision-making

their work.

The work of first-l_ine nursing managers is unique in
rel-ation to other manageriar positions in requiring the

application of nursing knowredge in conjunction with
managerial expertise. Further, the work of first-1ine
nursing managers is carried out in the context of comprex

and often poJ.itical hospitar organizations, in which the

product is often perceived to be the quality or existence

of human life.
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Comparisons with Mintzberg,s Theory

The work of the first-line nursing managers in this
study was consistent with many of the work characteristics
as described in Mintzberg's theory. l4ost simirar is
Mintzberg's description of the work quantity, pace, trag-
mentation, brevity, variety and preference for verbal live
action.

Mintzberg describes the executive manager as maintain-
ing a complex network of contacts with those outside the

organization and notes that for lower- and middle-revel
managers the network of contacts tends to be with other
servíces and departments within the same organization. fn
this case the work of first-rine nursing managers fits the
description of rower- and middle-revel- management, as much

of their time is spent interacting with other departments

doctors and nurses inside the organization.
Mintzberg describes manageriar "bl-end of rights and

duties" (1973, pp. 4B-51), in which managers have the
opportunity to exercise strategies and creative choice in
undertaking work obligations. rn short, management posi-
tions provide a certain amount of scope which allows the
manager to control- elements of the job. whire this mixture
of rights and duties does exist for first-rine nursing
managers the range of choices appears to be more limited
than that as described by Mintzberg. The structure of the
organization may limit the freedoms alrowed rower Level_
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managers, or perhaps the first-1ine
recognize or wish to engage in the

are available to them.

nursing managers do not

range of choices which

Dissimilar to Mintzberg's description, first-1ine
nursing managers do not demonstrate a propensity towards

the non-routine elements of their work. Rather they appear

to be attracted to the more routine aspects of their work,

Mint zberg briefty mentions this as a potential probrem

found in specialists (such as bed-side nurses) who become

managers who have difficulties adjusting to the ress
predictable nature of management. First-line nursing
managers, who are drawn to the routine aspects of their
work may be caught in a dil-emma adjusting to their manager-

ial work or more simpry, routine may be part of profession-
ar work at the lower l-evers in an organization. Further
investigation is required into the adjustment of first-tine
nursing managers into managerial- positions and the nature
of professional work at l_ower level-s.

rn addition to describing work characteristics
Mintzberg's theory outlines ten rores or behaviors in which

managers engage. vlhile first-line nursing managers demon-

strate all of Mintzberg's roles, ( interpersonal_, informa-
tional, and decisional- ) there are additional behaviors

which are not accounted for by his theory. These behaviors

focus on those actions which are rerated to crinical
expert ise and consequentry have been rabelled clinical-
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behaviors. This cluster of behaviors includes: clinical
expert behaviors, substitute nurse behaviors, coordinating
behaviors, and education recipient behaviors and are
defined in chapter 4 " The need for this additional cl-uster
of behaviors suggests that whire there are many element of
manageriar work that are conmon to all managers, there are
also aspects that are unique to specific types of manage-

ment, such as nursing.

fmplications

The findings reveal- that for the first-line nursing
managers in this study their work involves a complex

intertwining of activities and behaviors. Additionally, the
study demonstrates the vafue and l-imitations of Mintzberg's
theory and methodotogy. This section discusses the
finding's theoretical,

impJ-ications.

clinical and methodoÌogical

a) Theoretical

ïn terms of Mintzberg's theory the findings of this
study support the theory's basic postuJ_ates concerning the
nature of managerial work. overaÌl Mintzberg,s theory
provided a useful framework in that the work characteris-
tics and rol-es of first-rine nursing managers were much the
same as described by the theory. Nonetheless, the study
identifies gaps in the theory retated to the complexities
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of management in the context of nursing practice previousry

unrecognized. The clinical expertise and ski11s of the

first-line nursing manager proved to be a crucial aspect of
their managerial work. The theory put forth by Mintzberg

fails to provide for this type of professional rore focus.

An important theoretical impJ_ication of this study is
that the combination of two disciprines, such as nursing

and management, may result in e]ements which are more

complex or unrel-ated to management of a more general

nature.

b) Cl-inical

The clinical imprications for this study rerate to the

education and recruitment of first-line nursing managers

and as well- as the morale of hospital employees.

rn terms of education, there is a need for standardized

education for new first-line nursing managers. This
education needs to be provided at the post-baccalaureate

l-ever with an emphasis on management training. Designers of
educational programs need to be cognizant that, ât the

first-l-evel of management, the nursing manager must operate

as both a crinicar nurse and competent manager and conse-

quently deveJ-op curricul-um accordingly.

Those responsible for recruitment of first-tine
nursing managers similarly need to be aware of the duer

compeLencies required in this type of position. unress the
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nature of the first-line nursing managers' work changes,

criteria for the serection of first-line nursing managers

should focus on recognizíng those candidates who are suited
to the type of work characterized by the study findings" fn

short, those clinicatly expert individual"s who are verbally
oriented, enjoy activities of short duration and fast pace

would more 1 ikely be good f irst-I ine nur sing manager

candidates than those individuars who have difficurties
deaJ-ing with interruptions and prefer $/orking on one

activity untiJ- completion.

The work of first-line nursing managers has often been

poorry understood by other hospital staff. while the staff
see the first-rine nursing manager come and go on the unit,
they are never quite sure what she or he actually does.

whire first-line nursing managers may noL wish to keep the

nature of their work a secret they may find difficurties
descr ibing the work content themselves " Staff
misunderstandings of the work of first-line nursing
managers may at worst produce resentments and at best an

undervaluing of the first-rine nursing manager. ThereÈore,

staff awareness of the study findings may enhance staff
morale through eliminating some of the uncertainties
concerning the work of first-Iine nursing managers.

c) Methodological

Implications regarding Mintzberg's structured field
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observation as a useful methodology can be drawn from the

experience of this study. This approach, while time

consuming, provides a comprehensive in-depth method of data

col-rection to study work content and meaning. This approach

provides the researcher with the opportunity to colrect
data in the "natural " setting with minimal- researcher

infruence. rn the case of first-rine nursing managers

specifically, both the clinical/technical aspects and the

work pace (which al-l-ows little opportunity f or questions

from the researcher), require that the researcher have at

l-east some knowledge of nursing, management and hospital
organizations prior to undertaking the observations.

Recom¡nendat ions

This study provides some insights into the work of
fi rst-line nursing managers. The findings afso offer a

basis for further investigation and determination of
generalizabiJ-ity. Recommendations are presented in the

areas of nursing educationr prâctice and research.

a) Nursing Education

1" There is a need to establish educational programs

which address the comprexities of the work of first-l_ine
nursing managers. These programs would prepare ne\Á7 f irst-
line nursing managers with the deregation, l-eadership and

entrepreneurial- skills required in merging a career in
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nursing with management"

2. Studies need to be carried out which examine the impact

of education on the work effectiveness of first-Iine
nursing managers. These studies would aIlow the researcher

to understand the value, if âDtr of formalized educational

programs.

b) Practice

3. Awareness of this
nursing managers to determine

behaviors are appropriate for

ives "

6, There is

other first-Iine

study may al low f i r st-1 ine

if current work paLterns and

accomplishing their object-

a need to carry out similar sLudies on

nursing managers both within the same

4. The results of this study could provide first-line
nursing managers with information which may better enabl-e

them to examine the proportion of time spent on desk work

to determine whether they are making use of their time most

efficiently. Perhaps the use of different or more clerical
assistance would be useful- to them.

5. The results of this study could provide first-line
nursing managers with the motivational insight to "experi-
ment" with their current management practices, especially
in the areas of detegation and innovation.

c) Research
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hospitaÌ' and in other large teaching hospital settings.
This would provide information concerning the gene rariz-
ability of this study.

7 " A study of the work of first-tine nursing managers

in sma11, medium and large hospitals woul-d assist in
determining the effect of organizational size on the work

of first-line nursing managers.

B. There is also a need to carry out an evaruative
study of the work of first-line nursing managers within the

same hospital. This will assist in determining the overall
effectiveness and efficiency of the work of first-line
nursing managers in terms of the proportions of time spent

on various activities and rol-es as described in this study.
9. studies need to be carried out which identify

cl-inical behaviors, in the context of management, as

deveroped in this study. This woul-d assist in determining
the applicability of this theory to other areas of manage-

ment both within nursing and in other disciplines.
10. with increasing budgetary restraints and the

consequent demands for nursing to become more creative
there is a need for studies that exprore factors which

impact on the first-l-ine nursing manager's utilization of
the ent repreneur ial rol_es .
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APPENDIX A - LETTER OF' INITIAL CONTACT

Ftrendy Raber
Address
Telephone number

date
Dea r

r am writing_to_ reguest your participation in a study of thework behaviors of first-l-ine nursing managers at st. goniface
General- Hospi taI .

. This project has been approved by the Ethicar Review
Committee of the school of nursing at the University of Manitobaqnd by the hospital-'s vice-president Nursing. The study is thefocus of my thesis for a Èlaster's degree- in nursing" at theuniversity of Manitoba. The information that results Èrom thisstudy will hopefulJ-y assist the hospitat in the education, andselection of first-line nursing managers.

To obtain the data necessary for this study, r wirr beobserving first-rine nursing managèrs for a projedtea period ofthree days. Your participation in this study ïouia mean allowingme to be your "shadow" for three days during either June orAugust, 1987. The observation will be as unobtrusive as possible,
and ideally not effect the normal course of your work.rn requesling your participation, r realize that there maybe situations in which you woul-d prefer my absence (e.g., durinia performance appraisar), in which case r would withdraw froñobservation upon your request.

I al-so want to assure you that my observations wiII be usedority for the purposes of my thesis arìO that your identity 
"oufanot be discussed or reveal-ed to anyone or reported in my tiresis.The data coll-ected during my obsefvations wirr be desciiptive innature, such as the type of activity (e.g., meetings, des-k work,patient rounds etc. ) , the duratfon oi the act-ivity and thepurpose of the activity. The information r obtain witl_ Norinclude detailed work content, managerial style or an evaluationof the first-1ine nursing manager.

rf you aIe wiJ-l-ing to participate in this study please sendthe enclosed form to Jane van Dam, Department of sociãr work ortelephone her at: Local 2449. As an unbiased third party Ms. vanDam.wil-r protect the confidentiarity of your decision toparticipate or not, and will ensure a random åampte of particilpants.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Wendy Raber R.N.,BSN
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APPENDIX E
rNrenvrnw-Questro¡¡s *

To what extent do you think this three-day period has been
typical of your usual activities?
What has not been usual or typical?
were there any activities that you are typicarry invorved in
that f did not observe?

As you know r will be observing first-line nursing managers
on other units. can you think of any unique featurès of your
unit which might affect your work as a first-rine nursiñg
manager ?

Do you find that there is much seasonal- variation in your
work ?

Do you spend time doing work related act
normal working hours? (If yes)
How much time outside of normal working
on work related activity in one week?

ivities outside of
hours do you spend

How disruptive did you find my presence here in terms of
being able to accomplish your regular work?
How long was it before you felt reasonably comfortabl-e orsettled with ny presence?

How do you think my presence has affected the work ofothers on this unit (e.9., staffr patients, other hear-th
care workers )

How many days do you think r would have to observe to havea good picture of the work of a first-line nursing manager?

rf r think of other questions r want to check with you isit okay to terephone you rater? rf you think of anythiig youthink I shoutd know please call me at

Adapted from P. Morrison 1983, p" 239.
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APPENDIX F
t¡r,gpgoNn roll,ow=up ro porexrrel. sun¡¡cts

Identify self

-_Verify that the first-Iine nursing manager received the letterof explanation

verify that the first-rine nursing manager had the opportunityto read the letter

- Briefly review content of the letter
solicit any questions the first-1ine nursing manager may have

Determine if the first-1ine nursing *ånug", is consideringparticipating in the study

Book follow-up appointment
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APPENDIX G
co n s e nE-Tõ-ÞãiTîc i pa r e

:' , will-ingly agreeEo partrcrpate 1n the study of the work behaviors of first-Iinenursing managers conducted by l{endy Raber, a master's student atthe university of Manitoba" r was selected for this study atrandom from a list of first-rine nursing managers in my depãrt-ment. There were other f irst-l-ine nursing managers sel-ected forthe study from other departments.

I have read the letter of explanation and understand that as apa.rticipant in the study r wirl be alrowing the researcher, wendyRaber, to observe my work activities for a projected period oÊthree days. The information_obtaíned by the reseãrcher ïitt onlybe used for the purpose of her reseárch and wiII not includèdetails of my yg.rk., manageriar style or an evaluation of my workperformance. Additionally, I undeistand that my name and the nameof the nursing unit on which r work wilt be kept strictly
conf identiar. Apart f rom having the researcher obse?ve my wor-kactivi ties closely for three days, r do not anticipat'e anyfurther inconvenience or discomfort. There will no monetary
compensation for me for participating in this study, nor shall rincur any expenses. r witt recéive ã eopy of Lhis consent and,upon my request, a copy of the study results.
r understand that there may be no benefit to myself. Through thisstudy the researcher hopes to gain an understañding of firÃt-linenursing managers' work activitiesr âs werl- as the purposes forthose activities. This understa_nding wiÌ1 be usef ul i; d-evelopinga comprehensive perspective of the work of first-rine nurËin!managers f or the purposes of : recrui tment and education o-tfirst-line nursing managers.

r further understand that r can request the researcher towithdraw from observing as r deem appiop.iaLe, and that r canwithdraw completely from the study at -ány time.
The researcher may be contacted by me as follows:

Wendy Raber
Address OR Telephone number

Signature of Researcher

date

Signature of Respondent
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APPENDTX H
LETTER or-TõñFT n¡¡¡T r oN

Wendy Raber
Address

Telephone:

Date

Name
Address

Dea r

- Thank you for agreeing to participate in my research studyof the work behaviors of first-line nursing managers.

As we discuss-ed during our meeting of date, r am writing toconfirm that the dates for observation are dates r will þranto meet you on the unit at time on the first day.

r want to thank you again for your wilringness to partici-pate this study and I look forward to seeing you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Raber R.N., BSN
Master of Nursing Student


